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Law Students Granted Private Parking

by Victor R. Siclari
In an unprecedented action,
the State University of New
York Board of Trustees voted 54 on Tuesday, September 29, to
designate for the exclusive use
of law school students the new
parking lot located in front ·of
O'Brian Hall and adjacent to the
new Social Science Building .
According to UB President
Steven B. Sample, the trustees
had been considering this ac
tion for several months but did
not want to disclose it to the
university community. "They
feared that if the undergraduate
students became aware of this
plan, there would be protests
and rallies in Founder's Plaza
and possibly even occupation
of the State Capitol in Albany,"
said Sample.
Sample also said that there
was not any cohesion on the
issue. "The board of trustees
was undecided on what action
to take up until the last minute,"
said Sample. "The slim major- ity shows that the vote could
have gone either way. For this
reason, the board did not want
any undue prejudicial weightto
influence their votes."
The trustees, however, left
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enforcement in the hands of the
law students. In response to
this grant of authority, the SBA
formed a Parking Committee to
ensure that the lot will be
utilized only by law students.
The committee is soliciting vol
unteers to guard the entrance
for one hour time slots on a ro
tational basis. The committee
estimated that if there is a 24hour guard, seven days a
week, that would total to 168
time slots each week. Thus, if
each law student serves one
hour in rotation and there are
over 840 law students, then
each student would have to
guard one hour once every five
weeks.
The
Parking
Committee
pointed out, however, that
realistically the parking lot
would not have to be guarded
twenty-four hours a day, so
each student would have to
guard only twice a semester.
Any student who does not want
to serve guard duty would be
foreclosed from parking in the
lot.
When John Henry Schlegel,
acting dean of UB Law School,

was asked his opinion on the
trustee's decision, he replied, "I
think it is great for the students,
especially the idea of having the
students having a self-execut
ing body of government. But
what about the law school ad
ministration and faculty? Don't
they deserve designated park
ing spaces also?"
Schlegel further expressed
his disappointment, saying,
"Hell, there are ways around
this, you know. We have profes
sors who teach Legislation~ Law
in Context and Judicial Construction . It is their job to
with issues like this-to deter
mine the intent of legislative
bodies."
When Schlegel was ques
tioned as to what he meant by
this, he responded, "Professors
are always doing research . And
the administrators around here
are learning something new
every day. Thus, professors and
administrators are includable in
the category of students. So,
since I'm a professor and an ad
ministrator, I'm also a student.
Ergo, I get to park in the parking
-· lot." Schlegel then let out a bel-

low and walked away, amused
at himself.
A colleague, who was listen
ing to Schlegel's remarks, was
asked his feelings about the ac
tion of the trustees. The reply
was, "Who do those conserva
tive capitalists think they are?
Supreme Court justices? I don't
care what they say, I'm going
to park in that lot. Let them
charge me with a parking viola:
tion . I'll have my attorney take
care of that, too."
Law students, on the other
hand, were receiving the news
with more enthusiasm. SBA
President Lori Cohen seemed to
sum up the students' feelings
when she said, "We pay more
tuition and carry heavier, more
expensive books than the un
dergrads. Why shouldn't we get
some perks."
When one law student was
questioned as to whether he felt
it fair that the parking lot is re
served exclusively for the stu 
dents while the faculty has to
carry heavy textbooks and
compete with the under
graduate students for parking,
he said, " Believe me, the way
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some of the professors teach
around
here,
I
question
whether they ever use books,
let alone carry them . And some
are so spacy, they can float to
their cars."
Another student attacked the
action as a ploy of appease
ment. She said, " The trustees
think that by giving us a parking
lot, we are going to forgive and
forget that O'Brian's roof has
leaked for the last five years. Or
the fact that the under
graduates run amock in our li 
brary jOr about all the traffic in
O'Brian Hall. Or the way those
introductory math classes take
over our Moot Court Room .
Well it just ain't so. Just be
cause they grant us one right
(and this is a right, not a
privilege), doesn 't mean they
can violate all -of our other
rights."
Those students who wish to
reserve a space in the new park
ing lot must first sign up for a
time slot to guard on the sheet
posted on the door of the SBA
office, 101 O'Brian Hall. Parking
spaces will be alloted on a first
come, first-serve basis.
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New LawSchool Dean Finally Chosen
by Jeff H. Stern
The search for a new law
school dean came to a dramatic
conclusion last week when
Search Committee Chairman
Joseph Alutto revealed that a
genetically engineered clone of
former Dean Thomas E. Headrick has been selected as dean.
This clone, which has been
dubbed "Dean Headrick 11," is expeeled to be on the job "by
November 1st," pending final
approval by University President Steven B. Sample.
" Th C
·
b · 11 d
e ommIttee asIca Y ecided that the only candidate
I w h at the Faculty
w h o cou Id ft
was looking for would be a du. t e o f Hea d nc
· k, " Al u tt o
PI1ca
said. "Cloning Tom was the obvious solution."
Alutto said that although the
plan to reproduce Headrick had
been conceptualized "almost
immediately" after the former
dean announced his intention
to resign, it was kept "strictly
under wraps" until UB geneticists were certain the project
would be a success. In the
meantime, the Committee had
to ·maintain at least a
semblance of utilizing more
traditional methods" of replacing a resigning dean.
Initially, the scientists at UB
School of Medicine experienced a number of serious setbacks which nearly led them to
abort the cloning operation,
Alutto explained. The major
breakthrough occurred last
month when researchers discovered that it would be possible
to successfully clone Headrick
using cells taken from the surfaceoftheformerdean'snose.

Faculty reaction to the selection of the clone as law school
dean was one of nearly unanimous approval. "The clone is by
_ ,_.,.,.,,....,,,.~- --

Clone addresses faculty after being
named Deon .

far a better dresser than some
of those clowns the Committee
interviewed here last semester," Professor Charles Carr
said. "One of those dudes had
the bad taste to show up for his
interview in a polyester suit,
and another even neglected to
pin a fresh rose to his lapel,"
Carr exclaimed.
Professor Alan Freeman and
Betty Mensch were visibly
pleased with the Committee's
decision to appoint a replica of
Headrick to the deanship. " The
clone, like the original Headrick,
will allow us to jointly teach
whatever we want," they said
in unison, noting that they already have been given permission by the clone to teach a
course called " Furniture (and
the law)" next semester. •only
a very open-minded and policy
oriented dean like the clone
would recognize that furniture
of all kinds have legally and
morally cognizable rights, just
like
people:
they
syn-

chronized.
Professor Lee Albert, however, expressed reservations
about the practice of cloning .
"From the vantage point of
medical technology and genetic engineering, the cloning of
Dean Headrick is a truly astounding
and
remarkable
achievement as the notion of
cloning was at one time regarded in medical and scientific
circles as a rather ludicrously
farfetched one, however, notwithstanding the success, the
University, in deciding to clone
a former dean and appoint that
clone to the position previously
occupied by its progenitor, sets
a rather odd and dangerous

S,·hlegtl: Volga Boat Song lyricselusive .

precedent of, if you will, "playing God," as it were, which in
and of itself raises some rather
disturbing ethical and moral

questions concerning the propriety of man's discretionary use
of his medical and scientific expertise to alter the course of
natural creation, not to mention
of course the ominous specter
of tyrannical leaders ordering
themselves cloned in an effort
to
perpetually
remain
in
power," Albert rambled while
doodling over his shoulder on
a chalkboard.
Acting Dean Schlegel expressed relief when he heard the
news that the cloning project
was a success. " Now that I will
be relieved of my duties as Act·
mg Dean, I can concen t ra t e on
being
Acting
Professor, "
continued on page 15

COllliltwd on pap !

Cunning LawProfessor is Two People
by T. Burvid
An amazing, chameleon -like
master of disguise has been
holding two jobs at the UB Law
School, pretending to be two
different
people.
Cleaning
woman Beulah "Sudsy" How
ard revealed today that she has
been hired on numerous occa
sions by a Mr. Freeman Mensch
to
1m1tate law professor
Elizabeth Mensch, when she
and the chameleon's alter ego,
Al Freeman, have to appear in
the same place at the same
time. A discontented Beulah
explained : "I get paid minimum
wage to make these appear
ances, and that phony gets to
collect two salaries."
Students first began to sus
pect that Freeman and Mensch
were one and the "sa'i"e person
when they spotted him sneak
ing into the ladies room carry- .
- ing a wig, a dress, a pair of knee
socks, and a large pillow. Noted
07e student, "Sometimes in
our Animals and the Law semi
nar, if they appeared together,
Mensch would be strangely si
lent, carrying her books in a
bucket. Other times, Al would
...go to the bathroom, and several

seconds later, Betty would
show up and vice versa. Often
his beard .would be crooked, or'
· he would forget to put the pil
low designed to .simulate
Betty's pregnancy in the wrong

ringmaster, as well as all the
acts. Then he decided to be
come a law professor, or rather
two professors, and applied for
the jobs at UB. Since the law
school was interested in inter-

Fr,-eman iii hi., circu., du_vs .

place."
Freeman Mensch explained
that he first got the idea when
he operated a one-man travel
ling circus in the Deep South.
He was !'Ible to play the

disciplinary scholars, he was
hired beca1,1se of his circus ex
perience, not because of any
legal training (although it is ru 
mored that he once attended
hairdressing school as three

people, cleaning up in financial . the cheapskate had given me a
bigger cut, I ~ould have p_layed
aid.)
her forever. ln ·fact, I've always
Said the professor, "The way
beeh interested in Animals and
I see it, even holding two law
the Law."
professorships does not result
Mensch
explained
that
in a forty hour work week. Also,
Betty's pregnancy was a last
I get numerous tax advan
ditch effort to convince the
tages." Freeman Mensch said
community that he was two dif
that he doesn't mind if his
ferent people. ''. I should have
charade becomes public, be
used a better pillow," he said
cause now both professors are
shaking his head .
tenured and cannot get fired
Law School Dean Schlegel
even though they voted for
condemned the practice on the
each other.
grounds of basic fairness.
Calling himself a nutty pro
"What's to stop me from don
fessor, he said that he has no
ning a backless dres·s and a wig
intentipn of ending the charade.
and becoming a high-priced
"I enjoy cross-dressing im
fashion model, while remain.ing
mensely, and this way I can get
here as dean? Why sttouldn't I
paid for it to boot." He
be able to be a plumber; a nun,
explained that he was able to
or a football player, if my time
continue the game for so long
is the only limitation? Why?
because he kept devising more
Because it's morally wrong for
convincing costumes. Joint
someone to be two people
seminars were perfect for
when others are having a hard
throwing people off the track,
enough time being one. There
and the presence of both pro
just isn't enough work for
fessors
was
accomplished
greedy people like that." How
through the use of mirrors.
ever, enquiring minds should
Then they moved to a room
ask themselves if they' re ever
where they couldn 't use the
seen Schlegel a1;1 d Cleo to 
mirrors, so they had to recruit
gether?
Ms. Howard, who reasoned, "If

Law School Under Aftack by Unkrtownlnvaders
by C. TeHord
Amid previously suspicious
rumblings, a huge tunnel-like
aperture has suddenly ap
peared in the oasement of
O'Brian Hall. Although no
fatalities have as yet been re
ported in connection with this
as yet unexplained opening,
last week the entire freshman
class of the law school was re
ported as missing . Coinci
dently, it is these unfortunate
individuals who frequent the
O'Brian basement area to get
to their lockers.
In previous yec;1rs, other un
explained apertures bave mys
teriously appeared in numer
ous locations throughout the
law school building . Until re- ·
cently, the roof of O'Brian was
a virtual moon-scape due to its
many crater-like openings. For
tunately, an emergency crew

was dispatched by University
maintenance to remedy this
horrifying and possibly danger
ous situation.
In addition, the law library
has not been withoµt its un
explained occurrences_. During

reporter fonhe appearance of
the numerous holes through 
out O'Brian . One administrator
who !ipoke on the co'n dition that
he , not be identified , com 
mented, " The mole: man fro·m
outer space theory has -been
kicking around here for years.
Who knows what abominations
of nature inhabited' this former
swamp · •Iar1d••l<Jefo'ri:!• the coh • ·
struction of the law school."
This source went on to state,
"I've never seen any giant moles
or even mice, but there are de
finitely some suspicous crea
tures han9ing around the law
school building at night," Uhi
versity officials have prom ised
to investigate this unexplained
hole phenomenom . As one
source put it, "Something has
to .be done soon ; ·this whole
place is starting to look like a
giant chunk of swiss cheese."

Once again, Un_iversity mainte
nance was able to stem the tide
of this possible invasion, but
one must wonder how long
these brave . efforts can con 
tinue on the. part of mainte
nance personnel.
In the past, the appearance of
. unexplained holes and open
ings throughout O'Brian had
' been shrol:lded " in . ·mystery.
More recently however, these
bold hole drillers have moved
their operations into public
view with their attempt to in
vade the spine with a huge sec
ond floor aperture. For .now,
this new invasion corridor re
the 1984 winter break, while
mains boarded and appears to
most students were thought to
be secure,.but who knows what
be conveniently on vacation or
unspeakable horrors lie beyond
ot-t,erwise disposed of, another
opening
mysteriously
ap ' this new, and unexplained
O'Brian penet.ration.
peared in one of the walls on
As of now, no credible expla
the second floor of the library.
nation has been given to this

Leave of Tax ~rofessor Extended

c·o111i1111n l .f;•om page· I

discontent towards Reagan 's
new tax proposal and con vinced Professor Joyce to
grade his Tax I exams by
reasoning that the answers to
the tax exam will not be moot
as long as Reagan's tax proposal is not passed by Congress.
REGS then made Joyce's Tax I
grades available to the students
last month in attempt to put
further pressure on the adminis_tration to concede to th eir demand .
This has q1used fear in the
UB Law Schooi administration
that REGS will be able to coerce
Joyce to also grade his Federal
Taxation II exams within the
very near future. If REGS is able
to succeed in this endeavor, the
administration is afraid that
REGS will be able to instill fear
in all the law professors that
they also will be held captive if
they do not timely grade their
cours~ exams. And if that happens, t here will be conformity.
in the law school, thus posing
a serious threat to .the Buffalo
Model.
When The Opinion became
aware of the hostage situation,
it confronted Acting Dean John
Page two Opinion October 30,

H. Schlegel. When asked how
he planned to handle the situation , Schlegel argued arduously for the freedom of the
professors to be individualistic.
" Every professor has a right to
perform his or h.er teaching
duties in the way he or she feels
would be most productive . If
that means that the . professor
dislikes •grading exam·s, well,
then this instiiution will not
force the professor t'o grade
them ," sard Schlegel.
Schle,gel added , " the purpose of the Buffalo Model is to
provide an outlet for critical
legal analyses. I personally will
not permit a teacher's freedom
of expression to be inhibited by
forcing him or her to grade
~xams. If REGS wants timely
grades, let them pay a private
institution for this privilege." ·
On the other hand, law students voiced their .discontent
about the way professors are
given too much leeway at UB
Law School, whereas in other
institutions professors have
their pay ·withheld until they
submit the late course grades.
One student who is currently
taking Corporate Taxation was
concerned about the conse1915

· quences if he failed Tax II with
Professor Joyce. The student
said, "It's like I'm a Monopoly
game piece in which the faculty
and administration are the
players. Does this mean I don't
pass 'Go'? Do I go directly to
'jail'? Or is it like I have a "Get
Out of Jail Free card? "
Another student said ev:ery
• tin;ie he interviews with a pros
pective employer, thfl; look at
him in disbelief when he tells
the interv.i ewer that he hasn 't
received his tax grades from
last year. "They inevitably think
I got an " F" in ·my tax course
and I whited-out the grade on
my transcript," he said. "It's
about time something is being
done to correct this situation."
Other students were not so
pleased at the hostage situa
tion. "I know I failed Tax," said
one student. "I don't ever want
my exam to be .graded. I was
hoping everyone would just
forget about the grade and let
me graduate without it. "
The terrorist group has asked
that anyone !_nterested in sup
porting their 'cause to call their
hotline at 1-800-TAX-REGS,
th11t is 1·800-829-7347.
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Professors:·o .ebate Over World Hunger Solutions
by Lisa Palumbo
On Saturday, October 19, a
sy~posium on World Hunger
and ttie law was held at SUNY
Buffalo. The conference was a
student-organized
program,
sponsored by the International
Law Society, 'the G~aduate
Group · on· Human Rights L,aw
and Policy, the 'Erie County Bar
Association, The Baldy Center
for Law and Social Policy, and
Women Lawyers of New York.
The conference began with a
debate on whether a right to
food exists . Speaking in favor of
the right to food , Professor
Philip Alston for the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomay

used the r.~went death of Mr.
Leon Klinghoffer as ar:, analogy.
"His death was an offense to
the values we all have", said
Professor Alston. " Why don't
we feel the same mo~al outrage
towards the fact that some 500
million people are starving in
the world today?"
Professor Alston attributes
this to a degree or feeling of
helplessness, and that people
tend not to characterize hunger
problems as political problems.
" Hunger is a matter of choices.
We have chosen to sanction a
social system which allows
hunger to exist."
Professor Alston explored

the study of famine by, an histoc
rian who concluded that fami'ne
is a man-made event which
centers not around a question
of inadequ.ate amounts of food,
but rather around. a lack of ac
cess to food. In legal terms Pro
fessor Alston ncited th.at human
rights are recognized when
there is a political feeling where
non-recognition is intolerable.
Those rights have to be recog
nized and entrenched in some
way. " Hunger is asking for a
human rights response, and the
mere recognition of the right to
food has major significance",
sais Alston .
Professor Ellen Paul debated

Professor Alston . She is Re
search Director of the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center in
Bowling Green, Ohio. · She
characterized herself as a
"political philosopher."
. Ms.
Paul's
appr9ach
examined the real lll(Orld i.e.,
practice
first,
and · then
examined the ~heoretical"' ap
proaches to world hunger. Ac
cording to Ms. Paul, if a theory
has bad consequences in its ap
plication then the theory is bad .
Her case studies examined
the United States, the Soviet
Union , Eastern Europe, China
and various African Nations. By
ana lyzing the agricultural sys-

terns of these nations, Ms. Paul
concluded that "the closer a
country is to a centrally-plan 
ned economy, the closer we get
to starvation ; the closer a coun 
try is to a pure market economy,
food allocation is the best."
Ms. Paul considered the right
to food ~s "furious" because it
negates other men's rights, and
it ignores Man's nature and his
motivating principles. Ms. Paul
responded to a question from
the audience that, apart from an
economic approach to world
hunger, the hunger issue pre 
sently is an issue of charity not
justice.
nmti1111c•,I 011 pagt• 7

Moot Court Mix: First Amendmentand AIDS
by Peter Scribner
Over sixty teams of two stu 
The questions presented by
alumni .
dents _
each are participating in
the problem are: 1) Is the reporEach team will argue a total
this year's Charles S. besmond
ter's source of information
of three times (once each
Moot Court Competition. Final
-privileged by the First Amendnight), c!nd will argue a position
briefs from each team were
ment of the Constitution? 2)
opposite to that which they took
handed in last Friday, Oct. 25.
Does the reporter have standin their brief at least o·nce. ParThe bri.e f writing exercise is the
ing to challange the constituticipants will be rated by the
first half of the Moot Court
tionality of the sodomy statute?
panel individually, and will be
scored depending on the effec3) I~ the sodomy statute conCompetition. Oral . arg1,1ments
stitµtjonpl?, •·,: ... ,, , ,
. , tiv11n~s_:.: lii)f,,t~aiJ~ji,clyQG.acv: ·nqt
comme~ce_,~pv. _!f: ,:.;1, , , , . ,
The l;f_u xley ~tatute iswordfld . on wtiether the ·p.anelist a-grees
The 1985, pr.oplem involves .
like the New -York statute de- · with the legal position adyothe first amendment rights of
clared unconstitutional by the
cated .
news reporters and the con 
Court of Appeals in People v. ·
The two opposing teams will
stitutionality of sodomy sta 
Onofre, 434 N.Y·.S.2d 947
split an hour of "cour;t time " to
tutes. "Dale Hastings" a repor
(1980).
make their presentation . Other
ter for the "Liberty Guardian"
The preliminary oral argu 
students will act as court clerks
(a daily newspaper located in .,
ment rounds will take place
and keep time . Afterwards, the
the state of "Huxley") received
over a three night period begin
panelist will score the particip
confidential information about
ing Monday, Nov. 4. Rooms
ants, and may offer comments
the presence of a large number
have been reserved in O'Brian,
on the process. There will be
of hom-osexuals on the local
Bell, Clements, Baldy, and even
two rounds of argumenis on
police force . The reporter re 
Fronczak Halls to stage the ar
each night of the preliminaries,
fuses to reveal in court the
guments.
one beginning at 7:00 p.m . and
source of · his information,
the second beginning at 9 :00
Panels of three to five local
claiming a reporter's right to
p.m. Visitors are welcomed .
attorneys and judges will act as
protect
his
confidential
After the final round of pre 
sources. He also refuses to dis . the United States Supreme
lininary arguments on Wednes 
Court in hearin1;1 the arguments.
close the actual names of police
day night, Nov. 6, all particip
officers mentioned in his arti ' Over 400 volunteer attorneys
ants repair to the Scotch and
are needed to staff these
cles: since they would be sub
Sirloin for serious relaxation
pane1s. Most have participated
jected to departmental discip;,
while the Moot Court Board
in the Desmond Competition
line and criminal prosecution
tabulates the last scores. At that
before and many are UB
due to their gay activities.

time. the eight teams who will
go on to the quarter finals will
be designated . Winning scores
are based 40% on the the
team's brief and 60% on the re
su lts of the oral arguments. The
team pairing for the elimination
rounds is traditionally done by
a seeding system, similar to a
tennis match .
First yea·r students who may
be interested in participating in
the Desmond next year are
especially urged to help out as
clerks for the oral argument
sessions. Anyone interested in
clerking is asked to leave a mes
sage in Karen Vance's mailbox
(#778) .
On
Thursday
night,
November 7, the four quarter
finaf rounds take place in
O'Brian · Hall. The winners
(based exclusively on the oral
argument score) go on to the
semi -finals the next night and
the finals on Saturday afternoon .
Presiding over the panel of
judges in the final round will be
Charles S. Desmond, namesake
of the competition and former
Chief Judge of the New York

State Court of Appeals . It is ex
pected that his fellow panelists
will include Judge Matthew
Jason, currently serving on the
Court of Appeals ; Michael Dil
lon ; Chief Judge of the Fourth
Department Appellate Division
of Supreme IZourt ; Delores De
nman, another Fourth Depart
ment Judge; Michael Telesca,
United States District Court
Judge in Rochester, and UB
Law School acting Dean John
Henry Schlegel. The final round
is scheduled for Saturd_a y,
N.ov.9., 2 :00 p.m. in the Moot
Courtroom. There will be a
cocktail party in the faculty
lounge following the final
round and all in attendance are
invited.
That same evening, there will
be an awards banquet held at
the Holiday Inn on Niagara Falls
Blvd ., sponsored by the UB Law
School Alumni Association .
There is no admission charge
for participants and clerks. At
that time, the semi-final and
final round awards will be pre 
sented, as well as special
awards for the top five briefs
and oral presentations.

SBA Charters Entertainment Law Society Again
must go -before . the Fina nee
by Peter Scribner
Committee. But as of Oct. 14th,
The Student Bar •A ssociation
SBA still hadn't created a Fi,
chartered and funded th'e Enter•
nance Committee. lhe SBA
tainment Law Society auhe Oc
tobef 14th meeting, The Society • therefore· considered the re
quest foe funds directly. H. Todd
use to be active up uhtil 1984,
Bullard, SBA Vice-President,
but then its charter lapsed. L:es
questioned the infor-mality of
lie Schuman, a. repr9sentative ,
this funding request and ap
of the Society, came to·the SBA
proval procedure. While he had
meeting and reported thatthere
no qualms about funding the
are at least 20 members of the
Entertainment Law Society, he
Society this year, and that they
noted tha other more controv
are ready to be chartered again.
ersial groups have requested
The charter was grante(i .with 
·rnoney from SBA, and, that an .
out opp9sitioh.
Schuman also requested ' informal approval procedure at
this time might set an improper
funding of $200 from unallo
cated funds. The money would . precedent.
go towards securing •speakers · President Lori Cohen said
that the Society has in fact met
for the club, subscribirfg to
all the procedural requirements
magaziF1es, and office supplies.
set up in the· SBA Constitution
$200· is a standard initial ·fund
and By-laws. The SBA unani
ing request for, student organi
mously approved the funding
zations.
request contingent upon the
Normally a request for fund·
Society presenting a proper
ing for a student organization

_,

Statement of Purpose at the
next SBA meeting, scheduled
for October 28.
In other 'business, the SBA
approved $75 to reimburse
Danny Figueroa for a trip to a
Hispanic Bar Association meet
ing in New York City in August.
$75 is a standard ·reimburse
ment figure for trips· to meet
ings and conventions by law
students, although Figueroa re
ported the round trip plane fare
for his trip exceeded that
amount.
Roy Mura requested funding
for two receptions to be held
after the Mock Criminal tHals to
be staged Oct. 23 anct24 by Sec
tion I of the first year Criminal
Law class. The SBA approved
$75, but requested that-next year
efforts be made to open the
mock trial ·to all first year stu
de'nts. Mura reported that while
Professor Ewing of Section I

was 'an enthusiastic supporter
of the mock trials, the other first
year Criminal Law professors
were uninterested.
One SBA member r·e ported
that there were complaints of
too m·a ny ·SBA members being ·
appointed to law school com
mittees. President Cohen noted
that in fact more non-SBA
members were appointed this
year than ever before, and that
no SBA members were ap
pointed to the most popular

committees.
,
Bullard
Vice
President
brought up his idea of creating
a
Student-Faculty
Forum,
where students could meet
with faculty members and pre
sent ideas _about, and com
plaints with, the way the law
school operates. After some
discussion, which was gener
ally favorable to the concept,
the idea was tabled until the
next meeting.

The Opinion has learned that SBA Vice President
H. Todd Bullard suffered a mild heart attack last week;
and was taken to Buffalo-General Hospital's Cardia~
Care Unit, where he was in satisfactory condition at
the time this issue went to press. The Opinion wishes
Bullard a complete and speedy recovery. Students
can drop.off "Get Well" cards for Bullard at the SBA
office, Rm. 101, O'Brian Hall, or at the Opinion of
fice, Rm. 724.
October 30, 1985 Opinion
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Graduate -Human Rights Group Meets·by Jeff H. Stern
The newly created and recog nized Graduate Group on
Human Rights Law and Policy
conducted its organizational
meeting Wednesday, October
9th, in the Faculty Lounge,
O'Brian Hall. The meeting,
which was attended by about
40 interested people, featured
introductions by the Group's
Director, Law Professor Virginia
Leary, and Graduate Assistant,
third year law student Alberto
Benitez, which provided information about the <m-oup and its
future plans. A film dealing with
the impact of United States
military involvement in Vietnam and El Salvador in the civi lian populations in . those nations was shown to introduce
some of the issues with which
the Group is concerned. Afterwards, wine and refreshments
were served, over which several small groups of people discussed their interest in human
rights.
Leary said that the Graduate
Group was created to serve as
"a focal point for interest in
human rights in the University
community." . Since human
rights issues span various
academic disciplines such as
politica l
science,
law,

economics, history and theol ogy, the Group encourages participation from faculty and students from across ·the l,Jniversity, Leary said.
The Group has received funding from the University Adm inistration to conduct lectures,
discussions
and
seminar
groups on human rights issues,
and to invite 'guest speakers
and show films_ dealing with
various human rights topics. In
the coming months, the Group
will sponsor discussions on
apartheid in South Africa,
human rights and nuclear war,
theology and human rights,
economic development and
human
rights,
and
the
philisophical
considerations
concerning basic human needs
and necessities.
However, the Group's activities will not be purely of an
academic nature, Leary emphasized . She said the Group
will try to " play an activist role "
as well, which includes writing
letters to congressmen and
utilizing other methods to try to
actively further human rights.
Most of the hour-long meeting was occupied by the showing of a film dealing with
human.rights in countries stricken by civil war, such as Viet-

nam and El Salvador. The film
described an American doctor's experience in helping
peasants near San Salvador
who are routinely subjected !<>
the government's killing of civilians in an attempt to eradicate
the guerrilla movement in that
country.
The doctor, Charles Clements, is a Vietnam veteran
who was in the Air Force and
who later became disenchanted with United States' involvement in Vietnam. At first,
Clements believed that he
would be defending U.S. interests against a global com munist threat, and he did not
understand anti-war sentiment.
He was a patriotic military
mand from a conservative tamily who believed .the government's rhetoric to the effect that
"if we don't stop them (com munists) over there (Southeast
Asia), we'll have to stop them
at the Golden Gate Bridge."
Once in Vietnam , however,
he changed his mind after six
months regarding the United
States', and his own, role in that
country.' There, he learned
about the true nature of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia.
He
witnessed
numerous
"search and destroy " missions

supposedly aimed at killing
North Vietnamese soldie'.r's, but
which in fact eliminated entire
villages, and he himself participated in many of .these bombings. He saw the distinction between combatants and civilians
break down and he developed
a callous ·attitude towa rd
human life. He came to think
about what we were doing in
Vietnam when he saw defenseless civilians being killed.
As a result, Clements decided
in 1970 not to participate in
furtherflying and bombing missions as his "personal protest
against the war." He made a
personal commitment to nonvolence which later inspired
him to help peasants in El Salvador, where he "fe_ared
another Vietnam situation was
developing ."
Throughout the film, Clements discussed the harsh
realities of U.S. support of the
totalitarian Salvadoran regime
and intervention in the civil war.
It is a country dominated by
greedy landowners and lenders , Clement says. The peasants are forced to " either pay
50% of what they produce to
landowners and lenders and let
their children go hungry, or
feed the children another year

· and see th eir I8nd repossessed." Those peasants who try
to organize to effect non-violent
social change are ·1:onsidered
suspicious and subversive and
become targets of the rightwing death squads. Clements
witnessed numerous _gQvernment offensives ·against "terrori st strongholds" which are
ac.tually civilian villages suspected of harboring guerrillas.
As a result of hi~ experiences
in Vietnam and El Salvador, Clements. understands the violence against civilian populations li_ving in countries where
a U.S. backed government is
fighting rebels whose efforts to
effect peaceful social change
have been thwarted by a government dominated by wealthy
capitalists and landowners.
This remarkable doctor noted
the irony of the fact that while
in El Salvador he witnessed .
daily bombings of villages by
the Salvadoran government,
carried out by U.S . built A -37
bombers-the ·same planes he
used to fly over Vietnam.
Anyone interested in the
Graduate Group on Human
Rights Law and Policy should
contact Alberto Benitez at 6362549, or Professor' Virginia
Leary at 636-2459. · .

Centerfor Study ofAged Sponsors Workshop
by Robert Dinerstein
As th e pro porti on of elde rl y in
th e Am eri can pop ula ti on has
grown,
in creas in gly
more
famili es have beco m e co nce rn ed
with how to prov ide proper care
fo r aged re lativ es or friend s. To
th e la y person, th e lega l rarnifi ca 
tion s of providin g care to th e el
derly can see m exceptiona ll y
co mpl ex and co nfusing .
In orde r to provi de m ore in for
m ation on thi s increas ing ly im 
portan t subj ect, th e Ce nt er for
th e Study of Agin g at th e State
Univers ity at Buffalo sponso red
a w or kshop in conjun cti on with
Caregi vers Assistan ce and Re
so urces for th e Elderly 's Rela-

tiv es Seri es (CARERS), whi ch
dea lt with th e legal as pects of
ca retakin g for th e elde rly. Th e
w o rk shop w as held on October
9 at th e Jew ish Center of Grea ter
Buffalo.
Th e w ork shop fea tu re d pre
se ntati ons by two Buffal o attor
neys wh o have ex perti se on th e
various lega l as pec ts of pro vi d
ing care for th e ag ing - Bea ufort
W ilbern from the Lega l Servi 1.:es
for th e Eld erly Proj ec t, and M ary
Eng ler Roc he, an atto rn ey with
the law firm of Saperston, Day,
Lustig, Galli ck, Kirsc hn er and
Gaglion e.
Wilb ern ga ve th e first presen
tation an d began with a di scu s-

Gibson Loses SBA
Library Squabble
relations and attitude towa rd
the staff. He stated that he
thought he got along very well
with the staff members. SBA
members who had interviewed
him for the Library Committee
. appointment said -he had agreed in t_
he interview that sometimes he could be " obnoxious
and hard to get along with, " but
that he had many good and innovative ideas for improving library services.
The SBA discussed the situation after Dean Gibson and the
student left the room. It was -decided without dissent to affirm
the appointment without qualification. It was generally agreed that the Library Committee
needed some fresh ideas, that
the student appointed to the
Committee wasn't as negative
as Dean Gibson believed, and,
in any case, Gibson would Just
have to work with him. It was
also pointed out that the SBA
should review the 'perforrnance
of all committees, and that any
student appointed to a Law
School Committee could later
be .removed by SBA if the appointment failed to work out.
Opinion. October 30, 1985

by Peter Scribner
The Student Bar Association
turned down a request by Dean
Ellen Gibson to replace a stu dent appointed by SBA to the
Library Co.m mittee. The SBA interviewed studehts interested
in working on Law School com mittees on October 7 & 8, and
appointments were made two
days later . It was at the October
14 SBA meeting that Gibson,
the Director of the Law School
Library, requested that SBA reconsider- the appointment of
one of the four students to the
Library Commi~ee. Dean Gibson represents the library on
the committee, which is chaired
by Law Professor Lee Albert.
Gibson stated that the student in question had a long history of being " abusive" to
members of the library staff,
that he didn't work well with Iibrary p·ersonnel, that he has a
"negative attitude:• towards the
library, and therefore she did
not think he wou.ld be a productive member of the committee.
The student was present at
the meeting, and disputed Dean
Gibson's characterization of his
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sion on various legal _ devi ces
whi ch can be used when a per
so n is unabl e to ta ke care of hi s
own personal affairs without as
sistance, in cluding th e power o f
attorn ey , agency, c_on se.rv ato r,
ship an d committee.
The most common of th ese de
vi ces, th e power o f attorn ey, in
vo lves a perso n of sou nd min d
wh o is ca pabl e of understand in g
th e im pli cations of hi s ac ti o n
signing a statuto ry form in which
he gives away power ove r vari 
ou~ aspects of hi s life to anoth er
appgjm'ed person who will act on
hi s behalf. Wilbern advised th at
because of the impli cations of
granting or accepting a broad
power 0f attorney , it is often ad
visable to narrow the power of at
torney to specific tasks, such as
banking . If a person in unable to
understand the implications of
signing a power of attorney form ,
a third person may have to peti 
tion a court to have a conservator
appointed to manage the affairs of
the substantially impaired person .
After answering some ques
tions on these protective devices,
Wilbern continue.d her presenta
tion by giving a brie(ov.erview of·
the Medicare and Medicaid pro
grams. She pointed out that since
medical care and health insur
ance are of such major concern
to most senior citizens, it is im
portant that they or anyone in
terested in caring for an aged
person be familiar with these
programs. ·
Medicare is run by the Social
Security Administration and is
available to any person who is at
least 65 years old or a person
who has been disabled for at
least two years and is eligible for
Social Security benefits.
Medicaid is a health insurance
program run by the state and
county Department of Social Ser
vices as part of the public assist
ance system to provide health
care to the poor. A person 'must
have income and resources
below a certain level to be eligiple for Medicaid .
·
At the conclusion of Wilbern 's

talk, a bri ef recess was taken and sently, th ere-is a bill pending be
wa s followed by th e presentation fore
th e
state
legisl ature,
of Mary Engl er Ro che. Ro che ad- nicknamed the . " Death with Dig
dressed ce rtain aspects of estate nity Bill, " which would give legal
planning which are of speci c;1 I sa nction to living wills .
conce r1,1 to , the . x ld ti r,ly 1 S ~~
Th ~ twq ..a(!Of,n~y~ _tl'/ en re
st arted,h1H talk ,wit,h ~ d~sc;t,i,ssior,i sp~_n 9,1'~ d ' to , qu~s~i,o r._s . from th e
'O f rece nt changes in th e estate · au_dience of about !,JO. Th e qu cs
tax and commented that except for tions indicated much confusion ,
th e very w ea lthy, few peopl e and that people often had bee n
have to worry about th e estate misinformed, especiil llY ·about .
tax. Ro che th en explain ed th e th e Medicare and Medicaid probasi s of th e probate proce ss.
gram s. Both Wilbern ard Roch e
·
stressed the need for people to
Much of the rest of Ro che's obtain accurate information, and
presentation dealt with th e vari - that people who are confused
ou s aspects of planning to en - should contact an attorney who
sure M edi caid eligibility. She re- is familiar with the issues con 
peatedly emphasized that the cerning the elderly. In addition ,
sooner one plans for the various many social services agencies
contingencies involved in estab- provide advice and counseling

"To the lay person , the legal ramijkations of pro
viding care to_the elderly can seem exceptionally
complex and confusing ."
lishing Medicaid eligibility, the
better. This can become apparent
when a person. needs to .enter a
nursjng home,_but iili'neligible:for
Medicaid b~'cause Ile had trarisferred property within the last 24
months, in violation of Medicaid
eligibility rules. She noted that
such problems can often ·be
avoided by proper planning .
One of the other topics Roche
addressed was the l'ving will, a
document by which person indicates he does not wish to be
kept alive by artificial eans. P~e-

on ca retaking forthe elderly . .Wil
bern indicated that her agency,
the 'tegal Services for the l:lde,rly .
.Project, will provi~e fi;ee .legal
. represeritation·on.issu·es o.f spec• .
ial concern to the elderly to. any
one who is 60 or older and a re
sident of Erie County.
CARERS ,will.. .be conducting
other workshops with .special interest to older adults in the next
few weeks. An.y one interested in
finding out more information
about these workshops shauld
call Mildred Meuio at 831 -3834.

Law Re-view.Candidates
Inadvertently ,Omitted
BLR
The following students were se'.
Paul Wessel
lected to the Buffalo Law Review
~rint Zuffranieri
1
but their names were omitted in
T.he following transfer stu
the announcement printed in the dents were also selected to the
p revious issue of The Opinion :
Buffalo Law Review:
Bruce W. Hoover
Mary Ellen Gunnison
Nelson Scott Pierce
· John Harris
Martha M. Post
Michael Re.ville

--··
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LegalAidAttOrney"!s'Elated@ver J0b' s Variety
by Diane Deen
"What really.. turns me on
when I'm trying
case-it
sounds 'awf'ul, t;iut I like .t~e
variety, tt,e opportunity to act.
.Trials are very creative, acAf,v.e,
scholarly. I eve.I) like running
around ~ndserving sub.peonas.
Except the , time· someone ran
after me with a g\Jn :·1didn',t Ji~e
that. I proceeded home, but riot
without doirig 80 through a red
light on Richmond Averiue.
Phew! I love it! I sure hope the
police get her:e soon! It was very
exciting. ;, ,
Yc;>u can't talk to Carolyn ijal
lowitz, a .1977 gradu,ate of UB
Law School, , without noting
how often she begins the de
scription of. her work at Legal
Aid with phrases such a,s "One
of . the - best parts .. .• What I
love most ... , The really great
thing , ... "
Af1er spending a year and a
half doing criminal trials (she
defended her first case two
weeks after getting the job at
Legal Aid). Ballowitz now acts
as a Criminal Appeals attorney
,_ for clienis referred t·o the Legal
Aid Bureau of Buffalo. "That
means we get every good case
that comes down," she said.
"Once someone is c.o nvicted oJ
a felony and is sitting in' Attica,
they' re indigent. They don't
have a thousand dollars to retain an attorney."
The criminal defense system
in Buffalo is set up so 'that pri
vate attprneys are assigned to
felony trials and misdemeanor
appeals, which are rare . Legal
Aid takes misdemeanor trials
and felony appeals . Bajlo.witz
speculates that the system is set
up to the detriment of defen
dan,ts. She said, "I think Legal
Aid does appeals because no
body else wants to."
Most of her clients' cases are
tried initially through the as
signed counsel program. "The
assigned counsel at trial is defi
nitely not getting paid enough
to crack the CPL (Criminal Pro
cedure La,w)-even if someone
could . learn it in a weekend,"
said Ballowitz. "This leaves the
pre-trial motion program in a
near travesty. It also leaves a
gap in representation when the
case· is lost and a client has to
change attorneys between the
trial and the appeal. This is a
gap, which, in my opinion, is.
.manipulated by the prosec1,1tion to the detriment of the defendant."
· Despite criticisms such as this,
Ballowitz is convinced that at
least ·the Legal Aid system
works well. ." Legal _A id 's con 
tribution is good and it's cer-

a

tainly working. Pu.bile ,de'fen, Hanqfcapped 'where • .Anna
cook dinner", I'd just say, "W~II.
ders,andthereMe·,ightornine ·. _.w ould not need her mother to , .. no. Maybe tomorrow." She
of them, take m~r~fhan 10,ooq.;-'.· ·pro\lldeone-on-onecilreduring
says it was like being a "closet
cases per year .fnto ,city ·to1rrt.' : scti_ool ..and 'work, h'ours. . .
,.. · woman."
T~ey· dor{t short:i:h~ngtr~ hem:, ,.,., .. ''T'he" first year she ,.w as in
Now, Ballowitz says one pere1ther. They make a!Hh'e ,(Jilt:>- ·..: ·;Sc;bool.!W: I took-the bar ex11m ! "
.son going home to c~tthe grass
tion~. The only t~)nq ,t~,t;i~~e(-: · i- eallowiti,~ay_s;,~riumphantly. "I
before it rains anc:f her going
feres js when it c~p,es to TLC . .relied on Anr:l,fb~ing in !!Chool
home to cook dinner are·a part
(tender lovi:r,g care).1,;Wfi can't
to take the ·paif'exl'.lm, But-when
of the working environment.
butter-up qur :clients. Some· · 1 started 19·oking for a job, Afan
"One of the things ·a bout public
pe0ple real~ nebd$tia{toot -We ·
Carrel Jt'ien ·Jhe · Director of
interest work is that peciple are
Career Place,:ne,n t) told me I
pretty good-humored. After a
c.a n't fuss~)ifld., mop ·up tears.
Sorrieti~e~ yoJ,l'Ji' 'stay up all
lll(l;IS very .defe~sive abdut . rpy
while you can start being yournight ove~rfPOtion· P,apers and
years with ,Anna . He-was ver..y·
self."
you don't J~~cognize the faces
honest and very helpful'!" ·
Beili'g yourself also means
of your clients whei:i they come
But ·how do you interview
doing the kind of lawyering you
in .. You know their cases cold,
with male lawyers and explain
believe in. "We get to create our
but you don't krow them bewhy you dpn't seem to have
own professional reality at
cause there's no time for that.
been very interested in working,
Legal Aid. One of the perks is
Some people suffer when
when you really were but
that we get to go after constitu thought you'd better not? How '---.!ional issues and we can make
they,'re deprived of TLC from:
their lawyers," said' Ballowitz.
do you avoid making it sound
a lot of interesting law. BalAnother characteristic of
like you're making
whole
lowitz has a case now that could
bunch of excuses for yourself?
go to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Legal Aid work, Ballowitz says,
How do you avoid making other
"But attorneys pay their own
is the support the attorneys in
the office .offer one another.
women look bad? So I never
expenses. We don't feel our of"When someone ·g ets a· really
knew what to say. Alan confice was funded for that."
big case, like when John Ziegler
vinced me that I had to em She's also looking forward to
took the Christopher case, we
phasize what I was about to do
arguing her first three cases in
for the employer and not dwell
the-Court of Appeals in Albany
all shuffled our schedules to let
him do that and nothing .else
on the past."
.
soon. "We get to keep our own
for a few months. Some special
"Now that I'm · a working ah
cases. You know, if you were at
time was set aside because we
torriey, I think people, at first,
a firm or in the D.A. 's office,
knew that with the magnitude
tend to attribute any disaster
once a really good case came
of the case, the number of
that causes you to leave early
in, you'd have.o pass it on to
deaths involved, we'd enand come back to the fact that
the people at the top, to one of
counter ·opposition, very strong
you're a woman and have chi Ithe partners."
opposition, and would theredren . Recently a man in the ofAppeals work is very different
fice missed work when his
fore have to have a full-time,
from trial work, though, and it
very thorough joh done."
father died . No one thought
appears that Ballowitz misses
Before going to Legal Aid,
there was anything unusual
the excitement of trial work.
Ballowitz worked in a small civil
about that. "Sick child" send up
" You know research, writing,
and oral arguments aren't very
red flags whereas "sick father"
1'i tigation firm . Her personal experi.ences there were very difdoes not."
active," she says. "But one
"After a while at Legal Aid ,
thing· I love about criminal apferent. "I found, in the firm, that
there was a lot of scrambling to
though, I could start being mypeals is that you don 't come to
get your initials on things. A lot
self. 'When · I first got there ,
the bottom of it and find out its
of' climbing over <;>,ther peopJe.
people would ask me to go out
dried up, run out, unlike, to rr'Y
One time I remember someone
for drinks and I· wouldn't sa'y,
mii:id, the new Equitable Distri hid the bathroom key from an
"No, I've got to go home and
bution Law. It looks very excit·attorney just to get him nerv
ous-child-like things. At Legal
Aid there's really nothing to be
concerned with but the work. I
guess that's one of. the benefits
of knowing· there's little room
for professional advancement.
We drive ourselves but the
competition isn't there . My ex
perience is that I have only my
self to compete with ."
Ballowitz' family has had an
impact on her career. After law
school. she took a year .off to
go to England with her hus
band, who was on sabbatical
from Buffalo State College. She
calls the period, "our great,
happy, · inteuuption ." She re
turned to the U.S. and had to
find an appropriate educational
setting for her daughter, Anna,
who is handicapped. After stay
ing with Anna in schoo'I for two ·
years, Ballowitz and her hus·
band found School 84 for the

"Th.e Federc:11ist Initiative"

F00·0 1& ·
G~Q~HING
;. ·e .RIVE .
The Buffalo Federalist Society is.planning
a food and clothing drive to aid the Aeedy
of the downtown Buffalo a·rea. Please begin
sa~ing,'your un'wanted clothing and over
stock of food. Collection dates and dropoff
points ·will ,be announced in· the upcoming
I •
weeks.

ing at first but then you come
to the end of it. And whtm you
come to the end of it, you, as I
once did, end up in the middle
of a driveway.
"After completely losing my
temper I said to both parties
and the other lawyer, "Alright,
you guys, shut up! You, take the
silver and put it on the left ~e
of the driveway. You, take that
chair and put it on the right side
of the driveway!" Ar:id that was
how we ·equitably distributed
the property. One does come to
the end of the fascination and
one's patience."
Ballowitz has a lot to say
about the legal system. She
also reflected on the attitudes
that prevail about lawyers in
general. "New lawyers need to
change the way they view attor
neys. It's presented to us that
we must admire the tradition of
"lawyer as businessman". He's
male; he's a jock; he's the best
friend anyone could have; he's
reliable; h'e•s' r esponsible; he's
independent. These are , very
hard connections to break."
"Being a Legal Aid attorney
breaks the image because you
have no interest in being a
businessman, in running a bus
iness, or trying to make money
or charging anybody anything.
There tends to ·be the assump
tion that you really didn't have
it in you to be quite as indepen
dent or responsible or reliable .
And that simply isn't true . I
thing we're going to have to
make that clear."

a

Diane Dean is the Graduate
Assistant for Public Interest
Public Service Careers in the
Career Development Office.

By Writ of Mandamus you are sum
moned to CASEY'S-NITE CLUB (421 Ken
more Avenue) to Party on November _7 at
10:00 p.m·.
A filing fee of $4.00 will guarantee you
unlimite.d par drinks from 10:00 p.m. to
•1:00 a.m., and hors d'oeuvres at 12:00
m_
idnight. During the proceedings, drgW
ings will. be mad~ for v_
arious _prizes. This
·is ·the first proceeding of this nature and
will
'followed -by similar proceedings
each and every Thursday with drink spe
cials for all Students of Jurisprudence.
Your time·to Answer expir'es on November
7, 1985 at 10:00 p.m.
421 Kenmore
Avenue
.
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Law School Alumna_Juggles Man~ ·Jobs
by Timothy Burvid
If any one person can possi
bly personify the Buffalo model
of legal education, it would
have to be Dr. Barbara Howe,
who is, simultaneously, a UB
Professor of Sociology, Profes
sor of Communicatiqn, a Legal
Aid attorney and graduate of
the UB Law School. an As- •
sociate . Dean of Social Sci
ences, and a director of the Law
School Alumni Association .
Comments former law school
Dean Thomas Headrick, "I'm
both amazed .and pleased with
the way in which she has
merg·ed her two interests; it
says something positive both
about her and the law school. "
Howe, who started teaching
here in the Sociology Depart
ment in 1974, attended the law
school from 1977 until 1980,
while continuing her professo 
rial duties. She decided to at
tend law school for both per 
sonal and practical reasons.
Having
grown
up
in
Washington, D.C. , " where th e
major commodity is power, "
she says that she's always had
a fundamental interest in legal
issues, and that she's always
wanted to attend law school.
Her father was the editor of The
American Rifleman, the official
magazine of the National Rifl e
Association, and she often ac
companied him to the Nation al
Press Club, thus receiving an
early exposure to the legal and
political arena. In thos e days,
however, the NRA wasn't ·
nearly as politi cal as today, she .
explained . In fact, even John F.
Kennedy was a life member. It
wasn 't until after his assassina 
tion and other shooting inci
dents that the NRA got involved
in the political issues and ·
ideologies with which it is
synonymous today.
Practically , Howe's future in
the Sociology Department here
was uncertain . " Alter th e UB
expansion of the sixties, in the
crun ch of the seventies, there
was a clear message that there
were going to be cutbacks, par 
ticularly in our department. "
Thus, she decided to follow
through on the desire to go to
law school. "Law School was
so obvious, both in terms of my
interests and the interests of the
two departments through the
Baldy Center. Indeed, Red
Schwartz, a sociologist, had
just stopped being perhaps the
only non -lawyer law school

dean in the country, so there
was a real tradition of laW7SOci"' science cooperation in the
scl'1ool." Having already done
such work as social science
consulting in jury ~election, "it
gave me more flexibility and
made sense intellectually,"
Howe explained.
While attending law school,
Howe attempted to remain
anonymous, that is, "to play the
role of a typical first year law
student. That meant having my ,
picture taken for seating ,charts,
and ·even on one occasion hav
ing to slip a note underneath
AsJr1c ·ia1,• l),•t1u Harlmra H,m ·c•.
the door of Professor Spanogle,
graduate Sociology seminar
explaining that I was not pre
she teaches, as well as the sub
pared for class one day." Be
ject of a book she is hoping to
cause she was teaching fu ll
complete soon .
time herself, however, Howe
The work, entitled "Medical
says that she didn 't have the
Professional Models in the
chance to " enjoy the sub-cul 
Law," combines both areas of
ture of being a law student, that
, her "professional career. "The
is, the part where you sit on
theory is sociological, and the
those little benches outside the
data are legal," she explained .
library and talk, and hang out
Concentrating on the medical
for hours a day, and then.,. of
profession, the book examines
course, return to your work. "
different models of the physi 
She describes herself as a
cian -patient relationship and
real fan of the law school. While
how the law reinforces or re
one might expect that an in
stricts various models. Tradi formed Sociology professor

<d' a typical ,

"Hm, ·e anemptcd to play the role
.first rear /mr student."
would be constantly butting
horns with law professors,
especially those that integrate
social science material into
their courses, Howe says that
this was not the case at all. " I
found most of them to be ex 
tremely well informed and
thoughtful peopl e," she said ,
noting that the only experience
she had that was slightly nega 
tive, was "having to p lay the
role of a first year student for a
second year student instructor
of research and, writing ." other
than that, she said, "it was to 
tally positive ."
Her identity as a professor
was
eventualy
discovered
while at a party where both the
Sociology Department and the
Law School were represented
by faculty . After that, she re 
calls, " Miss Howe was called on
more ofte!l, and was expected
to have more interesting input
into the class discussion ." Her
seminar papers became far
longer than those of other stu 
dents, often totalling over a
hundred pages. One in particu 
lar has been the basis for a

tionally, the relationship was
one in which the patient was to 
tally submissive to th~ doctor
extreme
examples
being
pediatrics,
and the anes 
thesized patient in surgery,
where the patient is totally de
pendent on the judgment of the
physician . There are also
models of cooperation between
the two, where they are · on
roughly equal footing . Re
cently, however, there has been
a consumerist trend where the
patient is dominant · and the
physician is submissive to his
wants. "At extreme end of the
spectrum," she said, there is
the "Elvis Presley model, where
the patient totally dominates,
and the doctor is totally submis
sive, and does what he's told
for money," referring to the
doctor who lost his license be
cause he prescribed anything
F.lvis wanted.
She maintains that the last
model is indicative of a recent
trend in the professions to de
professionalize, that is to de
mystify the profession . Citing
advertising as a key element of _
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the consumerist model, she
said that some people might
consider Hyatt Legal Services
as evidence o,f such a move
ment in the legal field . Opening
a phone book, she pointed at
pages and pages of medical
and dental ads, which operate
on the assumption that you "as
a patient can know enough to
know · what you want from a
doctor, lawyer, etc.," as op
posed to the. traditional model
which assumed that the patient
did not and could riot know
enough about this "mysterious
body of knowledge."
"If you know that you need
collagen or chemical face peels,
and you're letting your fingers
do the walking through the yel 
low pages, -is this any different
than choosing an automobile
mechanic?" she asks. Taking
consumerism to its logical end,
one arrives at a "Milton Fried
man-dereg-economics" model
which justifies not having
monopoly licensure, and letting
the marketplace decide who's
services are good and who's
aren't .
Legally, Howe continued,
there is a whole body of cases
and statutes driving wedges
into the traditional models . For
example, she states, "in in
formed· consent cases, the law
would always require a doctor
to testify as to what a reasona 
b le patient should know in a
surgicalprocedure,andthejury
was required to judge on what
a reasonable doctor would
have told his patie.n t." Then, in
a series of cases in the fifties
and sixties, the courts changed
the standard from what a doc
tor believed it was reasonable
for a patient to want, to what a
reasonable patient himself
would want to .know. In re-

sponse, the state legislatu,re
passed a law which~essentially
said
that · the . physici"an's
standard shall be the standard,
"overcoming t!'ie consumer
trend." Citing this as only one
example. of how the law oper
ates o~. sociologicaJ trends in
the medical profession, Howe
pointed at several large boxes
full of materials, 'which, when
she gets the time, will 'eventu
ally become the book.
One of the ways in which she
hopes to free up some of her
time is by discontinuing her
work with Legal Aid. Howe has
done felony appeals work there
for several years, having
started out as a Public Defen
der, on a volunteer b'asis, while
on ·sabbatical ii, 1981 . After that,
she says, "I still wanted to be
doing some kind of legal work,
but Public Defender work was
incompatible with academic
scheduling; felony appeals
work could be done more flex 
ibly, and had more of a schol
arly appea l to it." Soon enough ,
however, she decided to repre 
sent the male defendant in a
marital rape case, where he was
convicted on appeal from the
district attorney's office . The
case generated -an incredible
amount of publicity, and even 
tually resulted in the Court of
Appeals striking down the sta 
tute ~hich previously con
tained
marital exemption to
rape , and exceptions to that
exemption . Her client , was
found to fall within the statute.
however, and Howe petitioned
the U .S. Supreme Court unsuc
cessfully .
"I took the . case becallse
when I saw the statute in a !iv
ing context, I saw it as totally
vulnerable, " she explained .
"Because there had been a total
marital exemption, and then ex
ceptions to 'that exemption,
whereby some men could be
considered not married for thn
purpose of being effectively
prosecuted by "their estranged
wives. I found it fascinating
sociologically and constructu 
ally." I had the choice of
whether or not to take the case,
she said , and "I've taken a lot
of heat from women and
women 's groups ." Howe said
that she considers herself a
feminist, but feels that "you
make decisions about things
that bother you, in law,
and once you make that deci-
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UB Law Student Vies for County Legisliibf"'
by Paul W. Kullman
While many aspiring politi cians have barely "tested the
waters" at age 25, one second year law student has already
"dove right in ."
Despite his youthful age,
Steve Pigeon is a veteran of the
political
pool.
A
former
member of the presidential
campaign staff of Senator Gary
Hart, Pigeon is currently opposing incumbent Robert Meier (R)
in the Ninth District race for Erie
County Legislator. The Ninth
District represents the towns of
West Seneca and Orcharp Park.
, Pigeon, currently on leave
from the stat~ assembly staff,
said he first became involved in
politics when he "was seven or
eight years old."
"I used to help my uncle
when he was running for state
senator," Pigeon said. "I'd go

around door-to -door dropping
things off at people's houses.
He was a favorite uncle and I
thought that was what I wanted
to do."
Since then, Pigeon has
worked with New York Lt. <;iov.
Alfred DelBello, and also served
as a special assistant to New
York Assemblyman Francis
Pordum . Currently vice chairman of the West Seneca Democratic Committee, Pigeon's political portfolio also includes a
stint as Erie County delegate to
the Democratic National Convention in 1984.
Running now as a member of
what he calls the "Financial Reform Party," Pigeon pointed 10
a previously released press
statement indicating he and the
party
are
"committed to
eliminating .waste and,demanding sound financial manage-
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ment in county government ."
"We're QUt to enact substan 
tive reforms that force county
officials to take better care of our
tax dollars," Pigeon said.
Pigeon said the Financial Re 
form Platform supports:
• Designating County Comp
troller Alfreda Slominski as
the cbieUiscal officer, insur-
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ir:ig that there is a proper fi
nancial check and balance in
county ~ernment.
.
• Early release of the county
budget before election day
so the voters can make in
formed
chofces
in
November . ,
• A ceiling on . th, county's
short-term borrowing.
• Professional management of
county departments, •espe
cially at ECMC hospital.,
• Welfare reform through beef
ing up welfare fraud investi
gations and more efficient
and professional-- manage
ment in the Social Service
Department.
Bec.ause the job of county
legislator is only part-time, Pi
geon said he will be able to can
tinue to work on his law degree
if elected. "I'd have to juggle
my schedule to attend legisla-

tive meetings, but I've taken
some summer courses to ease
the load."
While declining to give any
exact number, Pigeon said
political· observers characterize
hi~ race with Meier as "nip and
tuck '. "
Campaigning four to five
hours a day, seven days a ~eek
since he announced his candi
dacy on May 22, Pigeon charac
terized the best part of his ex
perience thus far as "meeting
people." Walking door-to-door,
Pigeon said he's learned a lot
about people and has picked up
a lot of help 11long the way.
"And," he said, "even if I don't
win, I've still expanded my hori
zo·ns." who knows, those hori
.zons could ·go · a. long way in
keeping him in the political
swim of things for years to
come.
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f,nvironmental Confercnce AttractsNoted Speakers .

by Lisa Strain, E,!lvironmental
Law Society'

More than 100 people attend~d Environment '85, the
annual fall •conference of the
New York State Environmental
P_lanning Lobby (EPL). The conference was hel~ at Silver Bay,
lake George·, New Yo!k, '.pn ,Friday ahd Saturd~y, October 18
and 19.~·,.
EPL is a statewide, non-profit,
non-partisan
organization
which represents over 75 environmental organizations and
thousands
of
individuals
statewide. It is also the state's
only full-time environmental
lobby.
Governor Mario Cuomo was
invited to give the keynote luncheon address on Saturday but
was unable to attend. He did,
however, send a version of his
proposed speech on which
keynote speaker Richard Ot-

tinger, former Democratic Congressman from Westchester
County, commented.
"I think Mario Cuomo has a
long way to go before he can
claim to be a national leader in
environmental issues," Ottinger said. Ottinger had declined an invitation to head
Cuomo's new ,environmenta.I
advisory · commission formed
_ earlier thjs 'year because Ottinger said he felt Cuomo was
not seriously1nterested in what
such a board would say.
Cuomo's proposed speech
c_o ntained no new proposals to
deal with the large number ·of
contaminated waters and leaking landfills in New York, but
c;lid say Cuomo was considering
pushing for a bondact next year
to finance the cleanup of
hazardous waste sites in order
to bolster the sickly State
Superfund which ,had essen-

tially gone broke before the
legislature appropriated more
funds this session.
Ottinger listed a number of
proposals that he, as " Governor. for the Day," would carry
out. Two of these, he joked,
were to extend the Forest Preserve down to the south end of
Cortland Park (near New·_York
City), and to turn the highway
up Whiteface Mountain into a
bike trail.
In a more serious vein, Ottinger declared that he would
make New York a leader in recycling waste, prohibit the
placement of any toxic wastes
into New York's streams, require state agencies as well as_
private corporations to comply
with environmental laws, and
require the New York Power
Authority to make energy conservative, not the poduction of
new plants and transmission

facilities, its top priority.
A number of workshops were
offered at the conference.
Among them were ones on the
issues of toxic torts (Justice for
Victims· of Toxic Substance Exposures), the State Superfund,
Wildlife Protection, the Forest
Preserve (Wilderness Management in the Adirondack and
Catskill Parks) and Solid Waste
Management Options.
In the opening panel discussion on Saturday, the future of
the Environmental Movement
was discussed by several representatives of both state agencies and advocate groups.
"No one has done more to
curb the number of landfills in
this state than· the current administration" at the Department of Conservation (DEC),
said its commisssioner, Henry
Williams.
"We've
already
closed over 100 landfills across

the state and we have actions
pending on 100 more. We are
also going to have a statewide
solid manageme[lt plan draft by
Christmas," Williams said.
John Mylod, Executive Director of the Hudson River Sloop
Clearwater, cited the annual
health advisory, issued by the
Department of Health for the
last four years, not to eat more
than one meal per week of any
fish taken from New York State
waters as an indication of the
state's worsening water quality. He also gave some words
of inspiration : "We are responsible as active environmentalists of DEC to set the
policies of the state. I think you
should be prepared to step
down from your job in 24 hours
if you can't stand up to what's
being said, and say that it's
wrong." "

Steven Coates, a public pol
icy advocate stressed that U.S.
food policy is more that U.S.
policy on food. The forces of
self-interest (trade, finance,
military aid) are economic
forces which affect U.S. policy
on hunger. Many of the policies
have changed in the last ten
years because of these forces
changes which have not all
been for the better. Mr. Coates
stressed that citizen action is in
strumental in effecting policy
change, and the forces of self
interest should always be
analyzed carefully when posi 
tions are urged by any section
of the citizenry .
Dr. Latham called for a "re-

volutionary change in attitudes
and policies" in order to end
world hunger. He stressed the
importance of the environment
in "producing" hunger. He
pointed out that more dollars
are spent in interest rates being
paid by developing countries
than in aid sent to those same
countries.

pointed out that the concern for
hunger in the U.S. had its ori 
gins in the civil rights move
ments because when black chil
dren were finally allowed to at
tend white schools, they were
criticized because they looked
"wretched". This was. due to
lack of food .
Reverend Dean said that he
believed in property rights like
Ms. Paul, but that the first piece
of property ought to be a piece
of bread . From a theological
perspective, Reverend Dean
views life itself as a gift, there
fore, the world by which that
life is supported is also a gift.
Dean referred to the English

Professors Debate wo·rld Hunger Solutions
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economic one. Hunger, accordThe rebuttal was quite -lively,
ing to Ms. Bloch, is a problem
of underdevelopment.
as Professor Alston stated that
Ms. Paul made ~ fundamental
Just in case you thought this
assumption that if the right to
conference was only based on
food were a recognized right, it
philosophical arguments, it
necessarily would lead to
wasn't. The afternoon speaksocialism and centrally-planers were mostly practicioners;
ned agricultural systems. Ms.
Representative Benjamin GilPaul termed Professor Alston's
man (U .S. Congressman and
theory as "racial imperialism"
member of the House Select
Committee on Hunger)·, Steven
because it assumes that people
will not be able to produce for
R. Coates (Director of Issues,
themselves.
Bread for the World), Dr.
After the initial discussions
Michael Latham (Director of
whether a right to food existed ,
Program in International NutriMs. Julie Chang Bloch, former
tion at Cornell University). This
AID Administrator, gave her
panel approached the practical
ideas as a practicioner. Ms.
aspects of ending hunger on
both domestic and internaBlochs emphasized the implications involved when and if
tional levels .
the right1o·food 'is determined': • 'Representative Gilman · gave
who would enforce the right ·data which indicated that the ·
to food if sovereign nations are
risk o·f starvation in the world is
not willing to give up their
facing fewer people than last
sovereignty, regardless of any
year. Work with 'domestic and
humanitarian
movement? ;
international food programs is a
how is responsibility shared in
long -term effort that will enable
our government to help other
the world community; how
should costs be levied?
governments help themselves .
Ms. Blocl1 stated that the right
Representative Gilman cited
to food requires a transfer of relegislation which has been presources, unlike other rights.
sented in Congress which is
aimed at alleviating hunger. It
She concluded that there is no
is important to note that such
consensus in the international
community, and that there
legislation is often environmen must be consensus before a
tally oriented- legislation to
legal right can be enforced .
prevent deforestation , desertiAlso, hunger is not a political
zation , and to preserve tropical
problem but a technical and
forests.

N. Y. S. Trial Lawyers
Offer Students·Seminar
The New York State Trial
Lawyers · Association
has
scheduled a seminar entitled
" Decisions" to take place at the
Holiday Inn, 4600 Genesee
Street, near t ~e Buffalo Interna
tional Airport, on Saturday,
November 16, 1985.
The seminar provides the
practicing lawyer .w ith an up
date of c_ases and legislation on
various topics of the law at a
cost of $95. However, law
school students interested in
trial litigation are encouraged
to attend the seminar for only
$1 Oto cover the cost of the ma
terials which will be provided .
The program is chaired by
Brian Shoot, Esq . of Schneider,
Kleinick & Weitz. The lecturers
will be Bert Baum.an, Esq . of
B~uman, Greene & Kunkis ;
Prof. Richard Farrell of Brooklyn
Law School ; lester F. Fetell,
Esq. ·of Fetell & Coen; Perry
Pazer, Esq . of Pazer & Epstein ;
and Brian Shoot, Esq.

The morning session starts at
9:30 a.m . and will cover the
topic of new legislation , munic
ipal liability, evidence and con 
struction accidents. At 12:30
p.m., there is a luncheon which
· students also can attend at a
cost of $20. The afternoon ses
sion begins at 1:30 p.m . and will
cove Pi:lisclosure and discovery,
products liability, medical mal 
practFce, ~rial practice-p~rts I
and· I, miscellaneous pro
cedur'al (major new cases in
pleadings jurisdiction , appeals,
service of process and contribu
tion), and miscellaneous sub
stantitive law ( major new cases
in landlord liability, plaintiff's
culpable conduct, motor vehi 
cle liability, damages, proxi
mate cause, and negligence) .
Any student interested in the
conference can contact the
local chairman, Paul W. B~ltz of
Paul William Beltz, P.C., B1,1ffalo,
at 852-1000, o r' the law school
dean's o_
ffice .

The third panel of speakers
were Reverend Kenneth Dean ,
a member of the Harvard Physi 
cian's Task Force on Hunger in
America; Pierre E. Bergeron ,
Public Interest Lawyer for Poor
and Developing Countries ; and
Lucy Billings, from Bronx Legal
Services.
Reverend
Dean
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Editorial

Faculty Action
Is Applauded
As reported in the last issue of The Opinion. the Faculty has
adopted a measure which \l\lill afford present and future clinical
legal education instructors greater job security and privileges
than they have enjoyed in the past. This change-which is
designed to strengthen the clinical program- not only makes
a good deal of sense, but is one which the American Bar Associ
ation now seems to require of all law schools.
Under the old system, clinicians were given one year con
tracts which were renewable at the end of the term . However,
there were no clear standards for contract renewal, and the
instructors were neither permitted to share in traditional Faculty
perquisites nor given any governance role in the law school.
While this· system may have been appropriate for a cfirifc'a l
program in its experimental stages, it is clear that continuing
it any longer would have been unfair to the instructors, and
would have fostered an atmosphere of resentment among them
against the law school Faculty and Administration .
The clinical program has grown con·siderably since it was
first introduced ten years ago, and the clinicians' role 'i n the
educational process has greatly expanded. Aside from their
primary function of train ing students in a variety of professional
skills, the clin ical instructors are also responsible for adminis
tering the first year Research and Writing and Legal Ethics
programs and assisting in the teaching of Civil Procedure to
first year students.
The importance of the Clinical Legal Education Program can
not be underestimated. Whereas traditional law school courses
teach students the vital skills of reading and understanding
cases and statutes, the clinics prepare students for the nitty
gritty of real law practice. Students enrolled in one of the five
various clinics learn how to deal with actual clients and handle
actual cases from beginning to end, and gain invaluable court
room experience . Obviously these are skills which all law stu
dents need to master, and those educators who help them do
so deserve as much recognition as any law school professor.
In light of the above, the Faculty has abandoned the old
system of stratification , and. has provided for a dual system
whereby clinical instructors will be given a choice of either a
tenure track position which could eventually lead to a full pro
fessorship, or a three year renewable contract. The two alterna
tives will accommodate the needs of both research and practice
oriented clinicians. Those choosing tenure track appointments
will be expected to publish regularly, though not as much as
ordinarily required for tenure, given the large amount of time
and work the instructors must devote to teaching their clinics.
Regardless of which option the clinical instructor elects, there
will be clear standards for performance review, increased pay
and privileges, as well as full vote on the Faculty.
The new system will surely strengthen the program by afford
ing the instructors a greater sense of stability and belonging
and providing them with the recognition and incentives neces
sary for maintaining a quality program. Moreover, it will facili 
tate the -fu rture expansion of the program by providing prospec
tive clinicians with greater ind\Jcements for joining the Faculty.
The Opinion welcomes this positive development, and com
mends the Faculty for its action. We think the law school is
moving in the right direction when practical ~kills courses are
recognized as invaluable components of a legal education.
Along those lines, we would also like to see the Lawyering
Skills seminar taught on a regular basis, and additional sections
of New York Practice offered, so that more students will be
able to take that important course in their second year.

Currently, students who work as summer law clerks after
completing their second year often experience difficulty be
cause they are unfamiliar with the CPLR. We see no reason
why enough sections of New York Practice cannot be offered
to enable students to take that course during their second year.
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President's Corner

by Lori Cohen
Hello! Victor and I got together to figure out a way to
reach more students and came
up with the idea of a column,
written by myself, discussing
the issues facing SBA and anything else you the students
should be aware of. Here goes .
We have had three meetings
to date. All have been productive. The first me~ting estabIi shed the appointments com mittee. Notices were posted the
day following the meeting and
sign up sheets were posted on
the SBA door (101 O'Brian) and
the SBA bulletin board in the
mail .. room . (These are the
places . to check periodically
concerning SBA news.)
An idea was suggested by
Steve Wickmark- put a notice
in each mailbox. Our administration, in its efforts to bring the
SBA closer to the students,
liked this idea and proceeded
to arrange the reduction and
printing of such a bulletin. Un- ·
fortunately, the printing took
four days-but fo r the first time
in three years the students were
notified, by mailbox, of the faculty/student committees (see
list of new committee members).
The appointments committee was made up of the execu tive board members and 5-7
members of the board . They
spent a total of 16½ hours interviewing 64 candidates in two
evenings. Both figures surpass
the numbers from other years.

The board was very happy with
the selections-a great cross
sectiC?n of the student population was achieved.
The SBA chartered a . new
group at its Oct. 14 meeti~gthe Entertainment Law Society.
Anyone interested should conustact Leslie Shuman. Other b_
iness conducted atthat meeting
included the idea of a faculty
forum. Students should attend
and question the faculty and administration on subjects that
are bothering them.
.
This is just one in a series of
forums the board is hoping to
sponsor. There will be a sheet
on the SBA\ door for those stu dents who are interested . in
helping to _set up and publicize
these forums .
Other issues to face the board
in the near future are the possibility of chartering and funding
a Jewish Law Students group,
a .constitutional and by-law
modernization, and of course
parties! My breakfast with President .Sample proved to be nothing more than two hours of
frustration-hopefully
the
board will attempt to work with
the law school ani:J University
administrations
concerning
parking and the use of law
school facilities . An investigation into the guidelines concerning accreditation of law
schools is also in the SBA's -future.
If you have any problems,
don't hestitate to leave a note
in my box (597), on the SBA .

SBA Presitl,•111 Lvri c,,luw.
Pfl<>to ~"ndlls: Vktor Sldari

door, or in the box of any other
board member. Don't hestitate
to voice concerns or criticisms.
We do represent you as law stu - ·
dents.
Remember to check the SBA
bulletin bo.a rd in the mail room
for pertinent information-"Our
by-laws require that all notices
are posted there. In addition,
the minutes from the prior
meeting and the agenda for the
following meeting, are posted
there. The section of the agenda
entitled Amendments are for
anything you the students
would like to present to the
board . Please sign your name
and box number after any item
you place on the agenda .
Thanks for your time. Please
don't hesitate to voice your
problems-that's the most effi
cient way to foster our rep
resentation of you the students.
Read the notices posted all over
school, it only takes a minute,
but it's the cheapest and most
effective way to reach the
largest number of students.
Have a great day! ,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
In the Public Interest
To the Editor :
We note Brett Gilbert's
courageous article on the Law
Review an organization
whose status and selectivity
make it difficult to criticize
without seeming bitter.
We would like to point out,
though, that a journal that re
sembles a collective law review
exists at UB. In the Public In
terest is "a collective, democ
ratically controlled organiza 
tion which would be open to all
students who wish~d to join it."
With the support of the faculty
·-- and students, In the Public In
terest could become UB's col 
lective law review.
We encourage everyone to

submit seminar papers fo r, pub-  .•other disciplines.
We are looking for well -writ
lication and to join our staff.
ten and researched papers
Mary Hurley
which discuss public interest
Stephen Balmer
law subjects. If you would like
In the Public Interest
to see your _p apers in print or
In the Public Interest, a review
are aware of seminar papers
of law and society, is currently
which should be published ,
seeking articles for publication .
please let us read them. Keep
The magazine is committed to
the possibility of publication by
printing articles which examine
In the Public Interest in mind
legal issues in their social, his
when selecting research topics
torical , and political contexts.
in the future.
Our main source of material
Manuscripts, labelled with
has usually been seminar pa
name, box number, and phone
pers by law students, but we are
number, can be placed in the
also interested in receiving
Center fo r- Public Interest Law
work by faculty members and
box in the third floor mailroom
law practitioners as well as writ
or brought to our office in Room
ing from the perspectives of
118.

Please Don't Call On Me, I'll Pass
To the editors :
An open letter to the faculty.
Don't call on me.
Leave me alone .
If I don't want to answer.
If I wanted to answer I would
have my hand in the air in that
international signal of the vol 
unteer. _I would
not be
feverishly writing notes, franti
cally searching the text, desper
ately avoiding eye contact, curl 
ing into a fetal ball or otherwise
engaging in clearly identifiable
signs of student distress.
It's not that I can't answer
(usually). it's that I'm terrified,
O.K.? I' m here to learn , not to

be humiliated. And let's face it,
some of you. are vicious. You
know who you are, and so do
we.
You think being badgered is
good for us, you think that scar
tissue is an essential element
of an attorney's psyche, you are
proud of your degrees from the
· Dirty Har,y School of Law.
Why don't you go ply your
trade for an appreciative· audi
ence? I'm sure Anmesty Inter
national could provide a list of
locations. ·And I hear that the
Marines are always looking for
a few good men .
Others of you have sweet

smiles and soft words that
promise you'll be gentle. Mom
warned me about guys like you .
I don't care if you're the Grand
Inquisitor or Mr. Rogers, I do
not wish to answer.
I'm tired of freezing up like a
rabbit in the headlights of -an
oncoming car when some
body with my first name is
called on. I'm tired of keeping
my head bowed like Mary
Queen of Scots waiting for the
ax. My friends are tired of call
ing the Cardiac Care Unit.
We would all appreciate it if
you would just ignore me.
Thank you .
Regina V. Ramsay

Prisoner Seeks Assistance
Dear Gentleperson :
As a law student, I recognize
the fact that you are diligently
at work in school, polishing an~
developing your legal skills
through lectures, books, .a nd
the intellectual exchange be
tween your peers and professors,
and with this, I invariably be
lieve that you will appreciate

and realize your efforts in a law
career, planned by you, within
the feasible future.s
·As a prisoner w ho is incarcer
ated, I am really not in a posi
ti.on to enjoy your personal
pluses, and without access,,..to
these many amenities, I.am in
variab'l y suffering a big void to
accomplish !IJ.oS"e things that I

would like to accomplish..Thus,
I hope that you 'm ay be able to
empathize with my situatioh:
Currently, I am involved with
several civil and criminal cases,
and I would like to convey a
written request to you to seek
your-assistance. It may be in the
form of legal strategy, ideas,
contin11nl on
9
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The Boy Mechanic:

Recent' SBA Actions Restrict Intellectual Freedom
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy
Last y.ear the questio.n of
whether. to fund the Right to Life
Party was one of the most con
troversial issues to face the
SBA. After a great deal of argu
rryent, emotion and time, the
Right _to Life Party (despite the
fact it had obtained a charter)
was denied- funding by SBA.
SBA's decision was improper.
Abortion ls an issue we will
deal with as lawyers and citi 
zens. Last year it was one of the
few topics that rose above the
usual apathy and stimulated

student interest. Why not har
ness this interest? A group with
enough concern to get · char
tered deserves funding . SBA
should not suppress. that type
of energy and then whine about
apathy.
Last
· year's
decision
squashed the chance for an
open forum on abortion. I sup
port the Pro Choice Movement,
and I welcome the opportunity
for 'debate. My security about
my own values allows me to de
bate the issue ~ithout fear of
being brainwashed. The Right

to Lifers aren't into that · any
way.
The argument here might be:
What's the point? If your m•ind
cannot be changed, there is no
point to debate. This is law
school, kids; we should le_arn to
structure an argument. Also, I
admit that I don't know· all the
information concerning the
issue. Debate between two ad
versaries is an effective method
of learning . Controversy is the
essence of law school.
Viewed from a favorable per
spective, SBA attempted to pro-

Thoughts

,·ontim1ed from

• • •

fl(lge

Party, there would be a Pro
Choice Party right now, yours
truly being a charter member.
Not knowing what the Right
to Life Party plans, I hope they
try to get funded again this year,
and let's make SBA get it right.
Some Pro Choice versus Right
to Life debates would spice up
the semester. If SBA turns them
down, they should take some
money and start an Apathy
Club. How about a Censorship
Club?

1JH)' J)o Y(J U WAtJT To A) HoAJ65 r .1tJsvJEF

by William Grieshober, Jr.
Frrst, let me say that it's not the size of
UB that had caused the difficulties I
experienced during my first week of Law
School. On the contrary, my
undergraduate work at Penn State had
taught me well that the workings of
large schools are almost always
confusing to the newcomer. However,
with four years of undergraduate work
behind me, I felt I wouldn't sl'low any of
the embarrassing symptoms of that
disease known as freshmanitis. Was I in
for a surprise.
The first symptom hit almost
immediately. After moving into my
dorm room in Governor's complex, I
decided to make a trip to the Ellicott
complex in order' to visit my girlfriend. I
had been told that all I had to do was to
wait at the bus stop and a bus would
come by to pick me up. So, I waited.
And waited. And waited .
Finally, after what must have been a
year, a bus came over the hill and into
view. I felt relieved as I moved to the
curb so that I would be able to board the
bus quickly, when it stopped on the
other side of the street.
Suddenly, a chill crept up my spine as
I remembered the sadj st/1: ,l?u~~ri.vers
from Penn State, who used to laugh
maniacally at the sight ofa student who
had arrived at the bus stop just as the
bus pulled out. My horror became
reality as the Bluebird slowed only
slightly at the stop on the other side of
the street. As I sprinted acros.s the street,
arms waving, I imagined I saw the
twisted grin of the bus driver, in the
mirror of the bus.as it slowly turned the
corner, bound for Ellicott.
The morning of the first day of c1&ses
I had almost forgotten the bus incident
as I happily walked to 0'Brian Hall
through the dismal haze of a Buffalo
morning. My happiness stemrtled not
only from the expected excitement of
attending my first law class, but also
·rrom the inward knowledge that because
all my classes were in one building, I
would not fall victim to the freshmanitis
symptom of getting lost trying to find a
class. The joy of that morning was soon
forgotten however, as I waited in line f~
over two hours, only to have some
amateur photographer in a Miitley Criie
T-shirt throw me into a chair and
proceed to take my picture. Of course, I
really shouldn't complain about my ID
Photo, with my tongue out and eyes
closed: at least I wasn't chewing gum .
Two weeks later, after mastering the
bus system and finding out.that I didn't
need to walk from Capen to Baldy in the
pouring rain, I can !iit back and enjoy UB
in the "'ay it was meant to be enjoyed:
averaging a box of wings and a pitcher
of beer a night at the Wine Cellar, and
laughing with my friends about who won
today's "Asmole Bingo" contest in Ovil
Procedure.

Prisoner

tect us. If felt, perhaps, that
without an opposing Pro
Choice Party, the students
would be duped by persuasive
Right to Life -presentations.
If the decision is viewed from
an unfavorable perspective, the
decision comes fro"? a petty,
"us against them" mentality.
This is outrageous. These self
ish political maneuvers, by a
dozen or so students, usurped
an entire law school's first
amendment right. Ironically, if
the pro choice forces in the SBA
had funded the Right to Life

8

drafting proposed motions and
petitions, limited involvement,
or direct involvement, How
ever, I would appreciate your
congenial assi,stance because I .
handle most of my-work pro-se.

With regards,

Michael Hurley
Box B (72-8-89)
.
Dannemora, New York 12920
September 22, 1985
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The S .B.A. Appointments Committee would like to express its thanks to all those people ~ho intervie~ed
for the various faculty -student committees. The caliber of the inter~iewees was·ou~standing , m~king the selection
process very difficult . We ·urge all those who were not selected !or _these co~nm1ttees to continue to seek ways
in which to get involved and to try again next year. Thanks again lor your interest.
The selectio11.\· are a.\· follows :
Budget and Program Review
Ubrary Committee
Sub-Board
Belina Anderson, Ist yr.. #293
Margo Bennett, 2nd yr. . # 15
Jim McClusky , Isl yr .. #692
Josh Rosenblum , Ist yr. . #485
Robert Boegden. Ist yr. . # 317
A-Marc Potohky, l .\·t _rr .. #470
Spencer Feldman. 2nd yr. . # 78
Kevin Morabito, Ist yr., #334
Academic Policy and Standards
A - Joh11· William.\·, /st yr .. #526 Lynn Bavaro, 3rd yr., #569
Karen Peterson, 3rd yr.. #7B
A - MarkNaclmum . 211dyr.. #177
Academic Standards and Standing Bernadette Herward, 2nd yr .. #119
Special Programs
John Martin, 2nd yr., #167
Ron Brown. 2nd yr .. #25
Michael Banks, Isl yr .. #297
Kim Czapiranski, 2nd yr. , #226
' A - Tony Torre'.~. 3rd yr .. #X3 I
Eduardo Mejias, 2nd yr .. # 172
Elvin Wiliiams, 2nd yr.. #2(,JJ
Mitchell Ledure
Mark Pollard, 2nd yr., # 195
Joe Jarzembeck, 3rd yr., #661
Admissions Committee
A - Alli.wm Tuitt, 2nd yr .. #256
Taryn Chapman, Isl yr .. #329
Dennis Ng. 3rd yr., #716
Social
Co-Chairmen
Kevin Comstock, 2nd yr. #53
Fredericka Sands, Ist yr.. #488
A-Bruce Mollflll{lle. 3rclyr .. #705 Howie Spierer, 3rd yr .. #762
Roman Perez, I st yr.. #465
Brian ·Bornstein, 2nd yr.. # 18
Mary Powers. 2nd yr.. # 198
A - Donna Sill'ek. 2nd yr .. #237
Appointments
Ruth Lund. 3rd yr.. #692
Doug Hoffer, 1st yr .. #405
Robin Checkla. 2nd yr .. #39
A - ~ternatesfully partici11ate in committees. hut they do 11ot mte tmll'.u
A-R(1bMcCartc•r. 211dyr.. #170
11er111ittl'd.

Editorial Policy
In order 10 clea r up any ambiguit y or qu~1ions concerning the function and mcthod!rl of.Of)Cra1ion _of lhi\
newspaper, ihc foll o wing is the s1a1cmcn1 o f our· guidelines. For discussion of our pohcy rqardm1 the
cditnriw.l .

!rroC\!

the Scptc mhcr 1.\ i,~lk.' uf TIie Oph..on.

A Sludnu can rt'QlteSI 10 hn c hi" idm1i1y • i 1hhetd when hi~/ hcr lcucr o r anide is printed. How~ ·cr. i1 is
up 10 1hc discretion o f 1hc editorial boa«t 10 print anonymous lenen . The student s hould ,;ubmi1 1he lcncr or
anick in a scaled envelope and indicate- the Rqunl Or anonymir y on 1hc outside of •~· ,;ealcd cnvefope.
HOOA'C'\ler, 1hc student "houkl indicate on a scparale_pia.-c or paper his/ her nt1mc and 1dcphonc number in
Ofdcr to ensure that the anide or kiter ii submillcd in good fai1h. The mvclopc . .,; u be o pened o nly b)' the
Ediux·-in-( 'hid or Mana1in1 Edi1or.

Arlkln
.
O ur dates o f deadlines, la you1 s and publica1 ion are pos1cd at 1hc bqinnina o~· cat; h sc~ ~ tcr in 1hc

"*

A.d, should be submiucd •~ earl)' a"" J'l)Ssiblc prior" 10 1hc dc-adliM ror artk:lo . 11· :an ad ...,,m be , ubmi11cd
typed doubk-sPF. in order 10 facili111c ed.i1in1 and 10 be accepted by our 1y~~tcr. Antclcs subm111cd tatc. n01k-r should be 1iven in advance 10 Y-, (,,._.._ All studcrn -rundcd dubs arc cmi1IC"tl 10 free
aflrr the deadline will be aC(.-cpled and published only if prior notice of 1hc delay 1s a,ven and approved by a advcrtiwna ~ for club-.spontored nfllls (e:u."Cpl fund -raiKrs) Of dub ntfflinas. ~ds for o ut,;idc bu,.iDC"lscs
a rc subject: 10 our advntisina rate, a copy of which is available upon request . Paid ads arc given l1r'it priori1y
member of 1hc editor ial board . A list of the board is pos1cd on the door of our offtce.
All articln received arc subject 10 editing f<M' spclllna, punclUation, diction, libel, slander , or aramm~r , \tiith cklh .Js hL:inJ prinlctJ on a -.:r-,.-c a \·ail.aNc ~ s. 'J'II,
~ the rit?ht lo .:al~'--r I~ won.ling of 'iludcnl•
Th . includes changini words in a sentence in order to clariry the meanlna of 1hc aurhor . N? subslanuvc funded .►.• ift ,-..,. ht •,·omn,ot.la: 'f1'11-"r n:-scl'k1Nwt .
in an a rticle will be made wilhout fi rsl rccdving permission from the au•!'°'"· A.rodes
be
sh<M'tcned if there is a lack of 5pacc . However, this is rarely done, wi1h pttfcrence a1vcn 10 shor1m1na ad
Headlines repramt the main '-"t>nl'fffl , iss~ or topic of the article and arc dcvh,ed by lhc editorial ,111'f at
space 10 accommoda1c copy .
. . . .
.
.
All articln submined will be published if 1hcre is enough space. Pnor1ty 1s 11vm 10 assaancd artk:tn: ~ s tayou1 . llfcause the 1m&1h o r an an iclc's headline can vary accordina to 1hc SpaK."C rcs1ric1io n, on the
indmdul
paae we often '811aol print lhe headliilr 1i¥n1 by lhc ■ ulhor but must devise 1hc headline lo
anidcs, ~ea1ure~lrticlcs, 1ef:tcn to the cdhor and commcn1ary in th■ l ~ r. Due_to the fflC'lhod of pnnuna,
ihc number of paces In a KWlpaper such as 1k o,IIIIN is calculated 1n muluplcs o~ four. For _cx■.111plc, ■cco111modate 1hr space available. If all)' author wishes to have a pankular headline or formulaic hi,/ her
while there may be cnouah copy for ten pqcs, we can only print eiaht paan. We will try to pnnl 1n 1he own headline, the author is wdc:ome 10 attmd 'layout and 1hc editorial staff will instruct yo u 0!I the pre-.:"'

mailroom and on ihc door of TM o,illiN's oflicc, room 724 O'Brian Hall. All aruclcs sub~,uned mu~t be

n,•••
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.
foUowina issue .any copy thal is preempted.
Since our s1aff is limi1ed, we cannol COVff C'Vffy iss1te of imponantt. We do 1ry •~ ~n• •~ides ~ t ~
r. which there is the broadest baK of interest. That by no means indicates we· d11da1n ankles tor wh~
,:..c is a minority appeal. 1n11cad, " ' mcourqe- students 10 submit ankles concernina 1he law scboql, us
clubs, its saudents, dlffercru rtelds of law or the &cpl profession.
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Al editors are dedcd 1N1111Uy al the end ofSlaff
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UB .Alumna Juggles Many Posts . .
t·t1ntinued from
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sion, you go forward and do the
best you·can." She stresses that
she is not an activist or a social
reformer, and has consistently
denied doing things such as pro
bono work for various interests .
Eventually, amicus groups in
the case were able to get both
the marital exemption & excep
tions thrown out and, inciden
tally, the ~bolishmerit ofthe sta
t•Jte•~ gender distinctions.
·- Howe·s work in the ·Depart
ment of Communication is in
the form of a concurrent ap
pointment as an Associate Pro
fessor, as part of Communica:
tion's attempt to expand its de
partment. there, she has re
cently taught a seminar entitled
"Communication and the Law,"
which she "thoroughly enjoyed,"
mostly -because of a .serie•s of
events in the media which fell
directly into the interests of the
course. "Every week, some
thing was going on which di
rectly impacted on the course
material," she said, including
General Westmoreland's suit
against CBS, and Israel Sha
ron's
suit
against
Time
Magazine.
In addition to her academic

interests and professional ac
tivity, she is also an Associate
Dean of Social Sciences for the
University, a post she describes
as
basically
bureaucratic.
Mea'[1while, she is only teach
ing one course per semester for
Sociology, instead of two.
As both a sociologist and a
UB trained lawyer, Howe is in
a unique position to comment
on the Buffalo Model. which
tries to integrate social science

• details in a book, because the
law · changes. The important
thing is to learn how to ask the
right questions," she con
cluded. She described the legal
arena as a social system, with
the plaintiffs or defendants
often being considered or per
ceiving themselves as interlop
ers. She has coll<!borated on an
article with Professor Murray
Levine (a psychology professor
and UB -Law graduate) pub
lished in "Law and Policy" by
the Baldy Center, on the pene-

"fl _vou . know that you need collagen or chemical
face peels, and you' re letting your fingers do the
walking through the yellow pages, is this any differ
ent _fi-om choosing an automobile mechanic?"
material and considerations
into legal education, and makes
no secret of the fact . that she
"thinks it is great, both as a
sociologist and personally."
"I understand the criticisms
of not training in black letter
law, but it's obvious that to in
form one's thinking with social
science concepts, it can't help
but be useful. We always can
l~ok something up in a book.
T9 this day, a good lawyer is
going to look up the important

tration of the social sciences
into law.
She believes UB Law School
to be one of the most integrated
law schools in the country. She
recalls that at Cornell the law
school was literally an enclave.
While she sympathizes with the
need for law students to have
adequate facilities, and ·admits
that ordinarily "a law school is
not built welded and melded to
the rest of the campus," she
thinks that there "is no question

that the law school is by ranking
and reality an outstanding
place.
"UB is a great resource; some
times you only know how well

you've got it wtJen you look at
othe-r places that call them
selves universities," she con
cluded.

'

Professors Debate World Hunger.

• •
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Poor Laws, a system upon
which U.S. legal doctrine de
rived, as being no different than
"social eugenics."
According to Dean, today's
hunger is different because of
the creation of "food depen
dency." Although the health of
a poor person may,not deterior
ate, the hungry are dependent
on outside sources for their
food .
Pierre Bergeron sees the law
with respect to hunger as a
source of "leverage." The legal
community needs to do some
soul searching, and to use the
powers given to them tci effect
change. Assisting non-profit or
ganizations and the use of the
contracts to structure relation 
ships between multinational
corps and peoples of develop
ing countries are the tools Mr.
Bergeron sees as making the
difference.
Lucy Billings does not see the

need for a constitutional right
to f\)Od. Since statutory rights
exist, there is no need for a con
stitutional r.ight as long as these
rights are implemented. The
crucial issue to. Ms. Billings· is
·the adequacy of the programs
for the people who use them,
particularly the elderly, chil
dren, minorities and culturally
different people. She stated
that access, eligibility and
adequacy must be tailored to
these people.
·
The conference was also
unique because of the student
based
organization .
Gayle
Egan, a 1985 graduate was the
principal organizer. Special cre
dit must also go to Alberto Be- .
nitez, Carol Resvani, Donna
Knight, Eleanor Kubiniec and
many other students who gave
countless hours of their time to
help accomplish such a mean
ingful _and rewarding confer
ence.

GSEU Seeks Certification Under Taylor Law
by Craig Atlas
The Graduate Student Em
ployees Union (GSEU) is an or
ganization
comprised
of
graduate assistants, teaching
assistants, and research assis
tants throughout the SUNY sys
tem. It is currently in the pro 
cess of seeking certification
under the Taylor Law (N.Y . Civil
Service Law, section 200 et
seq.).

Last year, many graduate stu 
dent employees signed authori
zation cards, which enabled the
GSEU fo file a petition for cer
tification with the N.Y. Public
Employment Relations Board
(PERB). The union is awai.ting a
decision by an administrative
law judge in Albany whether
graduate studeot employees
are covered by the Taylor Law,
and if so, what is the approp -

riate bargaining unit. If the ALJ
finds that students have bar
gaining rights under the law,
then an election will be held at
which graduate student em
ployees can vote for the GSEU.
no union, or possibly another
union.
.
According to a newsletter
dated September 1, 1985, the
GSEU is seeking four things for
graduate student employees:

You'll get first hand experience in the
M;uine Corps Ofliccr :uid hl\\~'Cr. ttlk \\ith
courtroom right from the star1. 111 lhl-l'l'
the :'11.uinc Corps Officer Selection Officer
\'Cars. you co'uld handle more than 5.000
when he \iSiL, your c:unpus. More thai1
cL,es in a wide variety of suhjcrt, 611111
190.000 :'llaiincs could ll-;c your scn·ice.
international to con- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
trJCL, to crimin;tl law.
If you think you haw
1'1)/)
.I!
what it takes to he :.1
7U,UUU

Have

nnn

Cuenfs
from the start

For.'more inform,tion, contact:
LT. JOSEPH T. COOLICAN
Offic·er Selection Office, U.S. Marine Corps
(716) 846-4911 / 4913
..,.
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higher wages, health benefits,
written job descriptions, and
the establishment of a grie
vance procedure.
In addition, John Roche and
Tim McGreevey, members of the
GSEU organizing committee,
have expressed an interest in
mobilizing grass-roots support
for a bill introduced by Rep.
Cooper Evans (R -lowa-). The bill,
H.R. 1994, was ' drafted in re 
sponse to audits of graduate
student employees by the IRS.
It
would
amend
Section
117(b)( 1) of the Internal Re
venue Code to clarify the tax
status of stipends received by
TA's, GA's and RA's. The-bill is
currently before the House

Ways and Means Committee.
Although the GSEU is primar
ily concerned with representing
the interests of graduate stu
dent employees, it is also in 
terested
in
providing
all
graduate and professional stu 
dents from different depart
ments with opportunities to
meet each other. The GSEU will
sponsor a pizza party on the
Amherst Campus, which law
students will probably be in
terested in (given their high
consumption of free pizza of
fered by the bar review
courses). The great date will be
publicized when more informa
tion is available.

Loan Defaulters
Lose Tax Refunds
The New York State Higher
Education Services C?:>rporation (HESC) has identified and
reported to the U.S . Department of Education the names
of 55,000 borrowers who are
currently in default on their student loans . These defaulters
will have their 1985 income tax ·
<> refunds withheld to offset what
they owe. Approximately $120
million is owed by these borrowers.
Dr. Dolores Cross, President
of HESC; signed an agreement
with the U .S. Department of
Education on October 4, to forward to the Educati.on Department the names of borrowers
who are in default on loans
guaranteed by HESC. The Education Department can then
submit these 'n ames to the In ternal Revenue Service for the
tax offset.
This new collection toof was
made possible by the federal
Deficit· Reduction Act of 1984.
The Higher Ed\lcation Services Corporation will send notices to
all borrowers who face the income tax refund offsets, informing them that their names
have been reported° to the Education Department. If they do
not contact the Services Corpo-

ration and begin as soon a;
possible, the Educatio_n Department will forward their names
to the U .S. Internal Revenue
Servi.ce and if they have funds
coming, they will be applied to
their student loans.
"Jn notifying the borrowers,"
says ·Dr. Cross, "we are doing
everything we can to make taking their refunds unnecessary.
It is now up to these borrowers
to take steps to establish a reg ul 4N repayment schedule an<;l
be'gil\ making payments on
their defaulted loans." If the
borrowers who have been contacted do not respond to HESC,
their refunds will be taken .
The New York State Higher
Education Services Corporation, the State's student finan cial aid agency, last year provided over $1.4 billion to over
750,000 students in the for.m of
grants, scholarships and loan
guarantees, HESC administers
one-eighth of all guaranteed
student loan dollars and onethird of all need-based State
grant dollars ·nationally. HESC
responsibilities also include the
dissemination of financial aid
information and financial aid
research.

TWo.L. Sec. )]Football Team Re·mains on Top
Compiled by Publicity

the squad, but BeMan has
Department-Two L. Sec. II.
bulked himself up through a
After finishing in third place
rigourous off season weight
last year in the University -Flag
tr~ining, BeMan is a very emo
Football Championships·, :rwo . tional player and we will' look
L. Sec, II has 'captured last
for him to continue hi s strong
year's form and through five
play at defensive back,
·
games this season is unde
· Bornstein, Brian 5'9'' 157 lbs,
feated, Two L. $ec II vows to
1'eam Captain (although others
bring the University Champion
claim this on their resume) has
ship to the law School, Thi.s
trained hard in the off season ,
feat has never " been ac ,::: Bornsttf n is still having prob
complished in Ul3"' Intramural
ler.J\S ri;,ali,~ing, that this' i~ not .
history.
·
tackle, but flag football. Filled
The following s·ection of
in at OB when Resnick not
play~r profiles is reprinted from
'thete; l r~minded
some people
\·
.,
Two L. Sec ll's yearbook :
of !he Kilmer years,
BeMan, Tony, 5'4" 120 lbs.
Formica, John 5'7" 1
lbs ,
One of the smaller members on
This season Formica has

switched from his royal green
GW Jacket to the purple Nyack
Rams J_acket Maybe this is why
he· is leading the team in sacks,
Si.irprisihgly, this year Formica
has 'made all of the Team's cur
fews; maybe this is due to a
change in his 'personal life,
O'Shaughnessy, 'Kevin 5'11"
180 lbs. The heart and soul df
the team,. Kevin ,continues to
do the job'.'· Bill Dando taught
him.well.
.,
Fabi, Ke'ith, 5'1 O", 170 lbs. An- .
--chdring , the line,. Keith has
bulked up well. Keith has come
back from an early season
shoulder 'injury. Still working
on his~stiff arm techniques.

Resnick, Richard "Rick" 5'11"
130 ·lbs. Resnick has tr-ied to
shake some of his "pretty boy"
image by giving up blow drying
his hair, ·commercial endorse
ments, and running out of
bounds. He still shys away from
a lot of the action by playing
dE!eP, deep safety. Resnick is
having a fine year at OB.
Schecter, Joel 5'11" 180 lbs.
Joel has just come off a rigor
ous off-season workout prob
lem, dropping over 30· lbs .
Schecter always seems to come
up with the big catch, and in
case you miss it, he will tell you
about it.
Zickel, Will 5'11" 180 lbs. In

the off-season, Will gave up the
Batavia Hay Bushels to work
with O'Shaughnessy on pools.
This seems to have helped Zic
kel's coricentration since in the
opening game Zickel was nomi
nated for Budweiser Player of
the Week.
Herb, Mike 5'8" 160 lbs .
Newest addition to the team. He
has done an excellent job. His
only drawback is that he
football
for
learned
his
O'Shaughnessy.
Hoover, Bruce 6'2" 185 lbs.
Has done an excellent j~b this
year. Has shown very good
hands, maybe because of a
change on his personal life.

..... .

UB Teacher-Lawyer Establishes Trust, Fund
An initial $10,000 payment of a
$100,000 gift from the f!uffaJo law
firm of Magavern and Magavern to
support special teaching and
research projects by the UB Law
School faculty members has been
received by the Law School.
Samuel D. Magavern, a member
of the law firm, noted in a letter to
the Law School that the gift is in
honor of his father, the late William
J. Magavern, "and the many other
dedicated lawyer-teachers who
s,;rved the Law School during its
formative years at considerable
perso!'al sacrifices."

Under terms of the gift, the Recipients are to be designated by
Magavern Pool, Inc., a not-for- the Law School dean.
profit corporation, will provide
The fund is viewed by the donor
$10,000 a year over a 10-year period as a means to "attract or retain
to establish the William J.-~ out1 tanding
teachers
by
Magavern Fellows Fund .
supplementing regular salary . "
At the end of the 10-year period,
Accordingly, Samuel Magavern
Samuel Magavern advised, the-f}OOI advised, the dean may commit all or
will "review the results with a view pan of the annual payment from
to continuing the fund at the same the fund to supplemen.1 the salary;
preferably, of a single recipient, but
or increased level."
The fund is earmarked 10 be used with no more than two or three
particularly, but without limitation, recipients in any given year.
to support special teaching and
The Magavern family has
research projects in William J. establ.ished a four -generation
Magavern's fielcl of property law. association with the UB Law

School.
William J. Magavern (1866-1945)
attended classes at Buffalo Law
School and taught a course in
personal property law at the UB
Law School before and after World
War I.
After serving his law derkship
with the firm of Ford and
Ferguson, he began his own
prac_ti.:e and became counsel to
various major· Canadian mining
interests. In l!Hi9, he became a
member of the law firm then known
as Ferguson and Magavern. This
firm
subsequently became

Magavern and Magavern when his
son, Willard J. Magavern
(1900-1968) entered it.
Four members of the Magavern
family are currently members of the
law firm. In addition to Samuel
Magavern, they are William J.
Magavern, 11 and James L.
Magavern, sons of Samuel, and
Willard J . Magavern, Jr . ., sori ,of
the late Willard J. Magavern.
William J. Magavern 111, son of
.lames Magavern and grandson of
Samuel Magavern, currently is a
rirst , year law student at UB.

ABA Law Student Division Solicits Membership
The Law Student Division, with
membership in excess of
43,000, is one of 30 Sections
and Divisions of the American
• Bar Association . The ABA is ~n
unincorporated
voluntary
member-ship association of at
torneys which boasts more
than 300,000 members.
The Law· student Division is
one of three Divisions ; the
others are the Young Lawyers
Division and the Judicial Ad 
ministration Divisiori . Law Stu
dent Division members ma
join any of the twenty-nine Sec
tions and Forum Committees at
considerably reduc;ed member
ship rates. The Sectio,os are de-

votecf to a particular · area of
substantive law or of legal con
cern . Examples of Sections are :
Administrative Law, Criminal
Justice, Family Law, Economics
of Law Practice, General Prac
tice, Labor Law, Litigation, Nat
ural Resources Law and others.
There are also l:orum Com mittees such as Sports and En 
tertainment Law, and Standing
Committees such as Environmental Law. Law students may
become involved in a section or
orum committee by joining
and communicating directly
with-the Chairperso'n of the sec
tion .
The Law.Student Division ap-

points liaisons to nearly all of
the Sections . The liaison com municates Section activities to
tbe Law Student Division and
initiates programs within a Sec
tion that call for increased stu dent involvement. Liaisons also
lobby for recommendations
which the l.aw Student Division
desires.to be ABA approved .
The Law Stude.n t Division has
a bicameral legislature. There is
an Assembly composed of the
Law Student Division represen 
tatives and usually the SBA
presidents each having one
vote. The Assembly meets once
a year at its Annual Meeting,
normally convened at the same

time and place as the ABA An 
nual Meeting .
The other house is the Board
of Governors. The Board of
Governors is made up of three
national officers, the Chairper
son, Vice-Chairperson and Sec
retary •Treasurer, the fifteen Cir
cuity Governors and two Divi
sion Delegates. There are also
several ex-officio positions.
The Board of Governors is au thorized to act between Annual
Meetings not inconsistently
with any action taken by the As 
sembly. The Board of Gover
nors meets at least three times
a year. There are Law Student
Division Representatives who

represent each law school at
the Annual !'Aeetings and con
tinue to represent each law
school at the various Circuit
meetings. The UB Law School
representative is Paul Kor
niczky.
Elections for the various of
fices are held at different times
during the year. These posi 
tions offer law students an op
portunity to participate d'i'rectly
in the largest student organiza 
tion in the Unite\;! States. Con tact Paul for more information .
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Like people, a bar's popular
ity depends most on that intar,
gible quality known as person
ality. Its personality is the sum
total of its features, not neces
sarily in proporti onate amounts.
Just as one ,r;,ght prefer
the friendship of an amiable,
down to earth, average "joe "
to that of a genius . million
aire, impeccably dressed in
polyester, with less personality
than a wet sock; that little hole

in the wall where you meet your
friends for wings every week
probably. has more personality
to you than a glitzy, expensive
place where you know no one
and frankly don't care to.
In choosing friends, one
might decide that one charac
teristic means more to you than
another, or that one far out
weighs another in which the
bearer may be deficient. You
perform · a sub-conscious cal-

·cu/us to arrive at a single, over
alf impression, negative or
positive, taking into account
looks, thoughtfulness, intelli
gence, sense of humor, etc., all
(e/ative your own standards,
A bar's popularity also de
per.,ds on the same type of cal
culus, considering atmosphere,
price, clientele, location, decor,
and service. Assn organic unit,
a bar has to have an amount of
personality sufficient to keep it

to

.G arcia's
Irish
Pub

on the: WaterfrOnt
Crawdaddy's Restaurant
2 Templeton Terrace
Downtown Buffalo
on th, Waterfront
856-9191

by Timothy Burvid
l"holo ( "rt'flil.1t: l'»ul IIMnflJHlltd

Madonna lookalikes as at other
bars. The Yuppie ideal thrives
in such an atmosphere.
Although
many
patrons
enjoy describing t_h emselves as
professionals (often , it might as
well be stamped on their
fo reheads), plenty of people
who are not caught up in the
Money -BMW-Gold Card Yup
pi e triangl e enjoy Garcia's. Th e
bar itself is not pretentiou s, and
m os t peopl e feel comfortabl e
~ere, wh eth er w atching a hoc
key gam e. having dinner with a
date, or chattin g with co l
lea gues.
Unfo rtun ately, such bars in
evitably attract two species of
scrupl eless and bl oo dthirsty
creatures like kid s to mud , th e
gold -digger (in cluding ambiti
ou s secretari es ) and the preten 
ders. Unfortunately, th e latter
ca teg ory includes som e law
st udent s (without jobs do wn 
town) wh o (and everyon e
know s it) hav e put on th eir best
an d o nly suits ju st half an hou r
ago . To be fair, it also in clud es
th e soul s wh ose first w o rds are
" I' m a m edi ca l stu dent (o r den
tal or accounting , etc.)." Th e
good new s is that thes e two

ACCU-TYPESETTING, INC.
47 Christine Drive• Tn. Amherst, NV 14120

T-•,.,,. CtNt lftl.J

About 5 minutes from the Amherst Campus

(7·10) 691-7480
Quality • Dependability • Fast Service • Moderate Pricn

,· .., , .... twe!v•
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retary.. The " dancing " couple
was watched by the gallery of
drinkers above. The scene re
minded me of the Roman
glalditorial bouts at the Col 
iseum . Both dancers should
have been thrown to the lions
or Arthur Murray . .
The main drawing point of
Crawdaddys is the waterfront
patio. Despite the smell of
motorboat fuel (which was a

types usually wind up babbling
to each other. w asting each
oth er's time, leaving more
room at the bar for m e and
Tri xie.

,.,..,,,. ('""'""' ,,.,,, ,,__

Ho= Rd. b«wNn No. Frwndt &

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy
"No mercy for a criminal freak
in Las Vegas ... the shark ethic
prevails - eat the wounded. "
Hunter 5. Thompson, from the
book Fear and Loathing in Las

Vegas.

NEED RESUMES?
(off s -

a (Jistinct personality, we will be
onsidering everything from
uppie f2_ars where law students
can practice parading around in
their little lawyer costumer;, to
loud, rowdy, rock and roll joints
where jeans and T-shirts are the
or.der of- the_ _day. We vye/come
.a ny comments or criticisms,
and especially encourage you
participate in tbj s s~rvey. See
me.
Timothy Burvid
Features ~ditor

-CRAWDADDY'S

Garcia's Irish Pub
74-76 Pearl Street
Downtown Buffalo
856-0111
No one can dispute th e phys 
ical characteristics of Garcia ' s
Irish Pub, which is neither a
Mexican restaurant nor a small
pub . It is big, clean, and rela 
tively classy, containing three
bars, two banquet rooms, and
a fai rly large restaurant, all of
whi ch become dense ly popu 
lated on Friday evening s as Buf
falo's yuppi es hit th e happy
hours. And , unlike oth er happy
ho ur ba rs , it does a bri sk t rade
with w eekend parti ers. as well
as on w ee knights. drawin g in
partrons aft er Sabres gam es.
theatre event s, and fo r its
nightly specials.
" It seems like m o re of an
adult crowd , not quite th e m ea t
m ark et som e oth er pl aces
ar-e . .. I fee l comfortabl e here. "
sa,:s Mike Breen , Youth Coun 
selor and local writ er. Thu s. at
least for some people, Garci a's
is a place to mingle with fellow
professionals. usually groups
of peopl e from th e offi ce, ra th er
than a singles bar.
Lik ew ise, law stud ent Tri x ie
(not her rea l nam e) sa y s th at
" After a hard w ee k, I do n't go
to bars to get picked up ... I go
to dr in k ; and I drink to get
dru nk."
At a typ ica l Fri day Happ y
Hour hun d reds of up-an d-com 
in g profess ion als popul ate th e
ba r, still dressed from th e of
fi ce . unwind ing fr o m th e w eek,
munch in g o n com plim entary
ho rs d 'oe uv res serve d by w ait
resslls d ressed like Irish Catho 
li c sch oo l g irls, and slugging
bee rs at tw o doll ars a crack.
With a dress code strictly en
forced by co urteous, w ell dres 
sed , young doorm en from
Sou th Buffalo , and a lack o f ear
shatt erin g music, it's no won 
der Garcia' s attracts a more
sophi sti cated crowd. more in
terested in discussing business,
m akin g ccnnections and meet
ing fellow profession als. t han
playing pool o r picking up

alive, but also has wider
parameters with' which it can~
make artifidal adjustments in v
its personality (e.g. changing
prices, redecorating, etc.)
With this in mind, The Opinion is rejuvenating a feature
known as The Bar Review;
where field investigators will
relate to you their impressions
of various bars.frequented by
law students, (or those that
should be). Since each bar has

I felt like a freak as I stepped
reassuring smell. considering
into the main bar area of Craw
the pretentious atmosphere),
daddy's.
Crawdaddy's
is
the patio is a good place to drink
"downtown Buffalo's happy . beer (after eight-p.m . it's only a
hour hotspot on the ' water
buck a bottle) and watch the sun
front." It may bP. "on the watergo down on Lake Erie. The yup
• front " but Marlon Brando
pies can gaze longingly at the
would never set foot in the
waterfront
condos
and
place. They wouldn't let him in
dream .. . to each his o.wn. Yes,
-without a collar anyway.
" you can have, it all" ~t Craw-.
The morbiq beauty of Craw
daddys. You can even eount the
daddy's is its notion of self-es
Don "Miami Vice " Johnso~ im
teem . This bar embodies the
personators o :e. white sport
shark ethic : an over attempt to
coat, sunglasses, ,::shirt: boat) .
banish anything believed to be
The highlightefthe night was
lower class. Almost everyone
talking to a manage·r of Craw
when asked why they went to
daddys. He told 'me yo u· could
Crawdaddys stated, " Crawdad 
change a man's personality by
dy's is a bar with CLASS .".
· taking him out of _his T-shirt and
Crawdaddy's is not "~ ass, " it
jeans and putting him into a suit ·
is class conscious. There is an
and tie. Clothes as social con
unspoken bel_ief of the J:>atrons:
trol. George Qrwell would be
If one dresses, drinks, tips, and · proud . Could this work in state
thinks " class," one is " class."
prisons? Get those felons out
This theory has never been proven
of those work clothes and.Joto
but Crawdaddy's is the the·ory's
Bill Blass .. . t hey'd chill right
central testing laboratory.
out.
,
I began to relax after a few
Evf:!n the sight of.-free cti,c'ken
beers. The dance floor (com 
wings coul(t not • chB!)-'J8 my
plete with rotating ~isco ball!)
view of the place. Al1 ywatched
was in a pit four feet below the
dozens of yuppl ea vcfraclously
bar area . A middle-~ged lawye(
devouring
11nhnal
flesh,
type, ·act ually he danced more
Thomp1on '11 shark ethic crept
lilte an accountant, was cuttlhg
back lht0 tny head : They were
the rug with an overwel{>ht seceating the W0 uhd•d.
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·_ -:rhe Pieper seminar is now the "hot'!bar review course,in New_York. ·
..,,
·Pi·e per organizes and·summariz"8s the law -you ,need·.··- · to pass the· Exam wit~out bulky, hard-to-read books.
John Pieper will guide you through that difficult period,
leaving nothing ·to chance·. Does his personal approach work?
, •.· Don't take our word - ask our alumni.

Pieper· New York-Multistate Bar -Review, :t.td.
90 Willis ·Avenue, Mineola,. New York 1'1"501 • (516) 747-4311
Limited Enrollment
PIEPER REPS
1987
1986
Duane sa·rhes
}Y1arno Beasley
Ross Lanzafame
James McElhone

Zoran Najdoski
Walter Ramos
Charles Telford
Early Registration Discount
to December 1, 1985

Judith Kubiniec
Doris Carbonell
Maria LoTempio
Brian Mahoney
JohnRowle

-

'toU can now register for 81'-llflll\'s
t,leW 'to~ t-leY' )erse'I• o r ~ England aar
RevieW course with a down ,:,a't~ent of
$SO to $'\ClS- 'tOU choOSC the down
...,...., 10 ti!"" out you< - • off
the '\986 tu\\ tuition, rnu\tipl't 'tour down
,:,a'trnent O't twO- lhUS, if 'tOU put down
$SO, 'tou save $'\OOi \f 'tou putpown $'\flS,
'tou save $ClSO- 'The choice is 0
you~,
st out
whichever choice 'tou rna~e 't u ,\\ get
t,leW 'to~ t,leW )erse't, t,leW £.ng\and and
the t,lation's 1argest and most successfu\

~ Vo"' .....,.... ,..,.._....,.c "" ~11-\
f\ernernbeC \\10 \as\ day IOI 2
0

fOR

ar review course.

IOI

t

registration is 1 ornorrow,
October 3'\ , '\ 985

Extended to meet
and beat the competitors

Any questions , please.contact the fol_lowinQ:
THIRD
YEAR REPS
N
an~y Barshter
Susan Berkow
Jes_sica Braginsky
Lon Cohen
Bill Daly
Ken Diamond
F.igueroa 111
Daniel
D
an Flynn
Rob Galbraith
Gary Farrell
Matt Fusco
Sim Goldman
Jay Goldstein
Tim Farley
Paul Hensley
Nancy Krieker
Matt Metz
Roy Mura
Ed Peace

C~thy Papas
~ina Peca
Thomas R·.oach
Delano
~ob·1nson
M
ary Pat Robinso
Leslie Stroh
n
Gayle. Towne
K
.
aren
Vane
L
.e
aura Wash·ington
.

SECO.ND YEAR·
REPS
.Karen Buck·l~y
H. Todd Bullard
Robin Chekla
Marcy Cohen .
Mary··C omerford
·
Kevin
. M · Comstock
Keith Fabi
Katie Keib
Paul·Karp

· gsberg
. JaY Keni.
Tammy
Gord
K
. on
aren Grasberger
Sue ·Kent
Jay·. Lippman
Alicia
Laca pprucGia
. .
St
.. eve Rioca
Rick Resnick

:al!~ Robinson
ob1n Rosenb
.Debbi
erg
J
e Rosenband
~el Schecter
Jennifer
Sand ers
L .
e~
. 1ie Schum
•
an.
Enc Snyder
Sam Spiritos
~a!ry Spicazzi
Evan Shapiro
Colleen
.·Rog ers
.
. '
T mas·impson
...
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Test~_ _-y oUrself: AFe-¥Ou a r.7Vik-- La~w .Student? .

• The l,aw Student
Involvement Quiz
Have you bought the Law
School mystique? Take this sci
entifically formulated test to
find. out just h_
o w much. Tally
your yes and no answers and
compare with .the scale at the
end. ,Good Luck!
1. Is the only time you use

Nexus _when you're in the
shower?

2. Do you still catch yourself
thinking that substance is
more important than form?
3. If you don't know an ·answer,
do you say "I don't know"?
4. Within the past year, have
_you fantasized about

that you haven't suce:ess
fully stemmed those crimi 
nal tendencies?

a. meeting Joel Hyatt
b. Being Joel Hyatt
c. Being Judge Wopner

5. Do you stroll through the law
school building clutching
your very own coffee mug?
Does it have your. name on •
it? Does it have · someone •
else's name on it, indicating

Siar Wars R·e search in O' Brian ·
Conducted on.Law Students
by Seymour Styers
Undisclosed sources from
the School of Engineering dis
closed todj;iy that time travel is
being experimented with in
tests
applying
Einstein's
Theory of Relativity. When
pressured for specifics, the
source disclosed that the exper
iments were being conducted
in Dianne Avery's labor law
class.
It appears that Professor
Avery was approached last
semester by· representatives· of
the Dep'a rtment ot-Defanse who
asked her to use a particle beam .
type device which is disguised
as a small public address sys-

tern that the professor takes to
class. The student who helped
to design the system stated that
the device is pointed at the class
which thereby showers them
with charged particles. This, in
turn, moves the molecules in
their systems at speeds ap
proaching the speed of light.
By Einstein's theory, the un
disclosed source said, when an
object approaches the speed of
light, time for that object passes
at a slower rate than stationary
objects.
The immediate concern is to
determine whether th; welfare
of the students at UB Law
School is in jeopardy . However,

HEY YOU!
Why waste your money on expensive study guides like Ernmanuels
and Legalines? Why waste precious drinking money on Bar Review
courses, when there is an easier and cheaper alternative? Here, now
are the "Real" Nutshells of Law ...
• Contract ■ - "Only diamonds are forever."
• ProP9'!y -,-- "Possession is nine tenths of the law."
• Crlmlnal Law - "Crime doesn't pay."
·
• Crlmlnal Procedure - "Book 'im, Denno."
• Famlly Law - "Familiarity breeds contempt."
• Trlal Technique - "Never hit the defendant."
• Appellate Advocacy - "The squeaky wheel gets the grease .
• WIiis and.Estate Planning- "Lile sucks, then you die, then your relatives
•
sell what they don't want."

when asked if there were any
adverse effects, our source said
that only two riegative effects
have been noted . First, the re 
lease of chargea particles
causes excessive heat, thereby
explaining the "microwave ef
fect" in the large O'Brian lecture

6. When in class, do ·you con
sider the following impor
tant questions?
a. Is the reasonable man
standard really fair? ·
b. Who is Regina, and why
is she in so much trouble?
c. Why ·do all judges have
, the same first initial?
7 . In your spare time, do you
a. drink?
b. Shepardize Montana Ap
pellate Court decisions?
c. Wonder about the bats
hanging from the ceiling in
Room 106?
8. Have you quoted Judge Car
dozo
a. seldom? ·
b. often?

ha~~~

second effect, he' said,
was far more serious. It seems
that because of the time change "-"'·
effect Professor Avery's labor i
law class " seems to last
forever." When pressed for just
how long the classes were, our
source stated , "Well, it depends
on just how high the po~ er
level is turned up. One class can
range from several hours to
several hundred years. In fact,.
if she's not very careful, time
could ~tand completely still. "
When approached for comment, we were told that Acting
Dean Johp H. Schlegel was not
available due to his pers~nal
experiments with the charged
particle device . He did , however, leave a message that he
had "travelled back in time so
I could rfleet myself." Acting
Dean . Sct-ilegel \ook with him

c. in your sleep7 ·
9. Have .you read War a,n d
Peace and/or Gone With the
Wind while waiting for the
elevator?
10. Hav~ you forgotten your
locker combination upon re
turning
from
Christmas
break?
Score yourself.I More than 18
yes answers-VLS (vile law
student)
14-18 yes answers-not quite
vile, but reprehensible ·
11 -13 yes answers-Spending
too much time in the mail
room .
8-1 O yes answers-Normal, Q
Train material
Less than 8 yes answers-You're
only a student; corrective
surgery is out of the question.

Clone Appointed Dean
m111i1111t•cl./i't 111111t1g<' I

Schlegel said. "And besides, as
Acting Dean I was having some
difficulty_ memorizing ;ill the
words to the Volga Boat Song,"
he said with a chuckle.
Schlegel also noted that clan ing could be " the solution to all
our problems." -He said that he
now plans to propi;ise to the
Faculty the cloning of absent
Professors Joyce and Girth s·o
that " we will be able to offer
Gratuitous Transfers and DebtRelations
next
or /Creditor
semester."
The possibility of cloning pro fessors also intrigued Professor
Al Katz, who said that he would
llke to be cloned so that " one
of me can continue teaching
here just in case one of me has
to be somewhere else next

These are just a· few of the concise nutshells available for law
courses. Nuts.hells are also available for other field!! such as Proctology .
., ·
. . ; . _ ~ ,-,:'P.i ofass6t...Jflflet;tindgr.en· since-·- .~y~ar-,-"-...
- "Thll!~'UUlrt"a ~
'green an'yellow wires.
~
.: - according to Schlegel, "she
SBA President Lori Cohen
Call before midnight tonight to order yours now. This offer may end
said that she would like to be
was familiar-with time travel."
without warning! Operators are standing by.
cloned " many, many times."

Cohen said that it would be
"ideal" if SBA could be entirely
composed of Lori Cohens.
"Why not? l'rrl the greatest,"
Cohen claimed .
Acting Dean of Student Atfairs and Search Committee
Member Steve Wickmark also
was pleased with the cloning.
"Finally the Faculty has what it
always wanted-another Tom
Headrick," Wickmarksaid. "The
C_ommittee knew all af<Jng that
they would never settle for anything less than a Headrick
clone."
Former Dean Headrick questioned the extent to which the
clone will be id.e ntical to himself. " UB scientists have assured me that cloning can never
precisely duplicate the original ," Headrick said .
"UB- scientists have assured
me that cloning can never precisely duplicate the original,"
the clone agreed.

TheseAre The Facts . . .

RESUME SPECIAL!
FOR STUDENTS & FA CUL TY

PACKAGE OF 501 Includes
• TYPESET 1 pg. RESUMES (8½x11,blacklnk)

• 50 MATCHING -BLANK SHEETS

P~r~ ~ril~

Th.e Cen~a-1
SUNDAY
Open Mike
Anything Goes!

MONDAY
JAZ.Z
JAM.

TUESDAY
Inner City
Players -

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY SATURDAY
Shakin' Smith
and his
Blues Band

50¢ Drafts ·

$1.00
Bar Drinks

• 50 MATCHING BLANK ENVELOPES

),10¢·Wings
, $3.00
' Pitchers

We Rest Our Case.

~ .-cPG*
2519 Main Street

NOW
CHOOSEFA'OM
VARIOUS TYPESTYLES & PAPERSI
3 DAY SERVICE _:.. SAVE '500 NOWI
Coup~n muat be·preaented. expire• 12/31/85
3171 Main Street
Buffalo, Nv· 14214

Serving North & South

Campuaeal , ·

"A real bar and grill"

1878 N-gara Falls Blvd.
Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150

KITCHEN OPEN TIU 2 A.M.
BUY 1 DRINK GET 1 FREE WITH THIS AD

834-7046

. Expire, 11I13/85

835-0100

1
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LITTLE KNOWN TORTS
During our years of researching dusty, dank, dingy law libraries and other .known
(and even some unknown) niches and crannies in search of pot~ntially bizarre bar
exam questions that might be sprung on unsuspecting students, we discovereq.
certain "little known torts" that have yet to appear on any exam. As a special
student service, we thought it only fair to bring one of these unknown torts
out in the open, just in case.
'
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MAIL TO YOUR NEAREST JOSEPHSON/KLUWER OFFICE
UTTlE KNOWN TOIITS I I
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
City - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - State _ __ _ _ __ _,_ip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Law School _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
Please enclose an application for,

D Bar Review Course- State _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
D Multistate Worltshop

no_..__,

R.._, " ' - be .,.,-t.d
29. 1985. The $2.S.00
coupo111wilbelll0ilodtolhe......,.._,,..;p,o1com,c1_,_$2.S.OOc°"""""
m.,ed-vaM lhrouah Jonua,y 31. 1986. $25.00coupo111 wil be hono,ed IN AOl)t.
TION TO THE FAil 61scOUNT Oliy ayou _,,a ;,, lhe ea, 11eview C - prio< to
Oocamb.-1.S, 1985and-MUSTbe~tolhe~Avr-- from
o.c..i,.-16, 1985to.lonuary 31. l986coupo111wil bet.oi-.o,.dc,1 FACE VAlUE
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llon ,_, ,..nd boolt dopoo;l,/down ~ - ~ a r e non-tronslo,oble. No
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Wonshop.

lOS ANGElES OFFICE
1010 I W. Jeflorson Blvd.
C..... 01y. CA 90232
1213) .S.SS-3100
NOIITHERN CAllfORNIA
129 Hyde Street
Son Fronc&o, CA 94102
141.S) 7763202
MICHIGAN OFFICE
No,tl,lond Towers West

15Cll
1556.S Nom,lond Drive
Soutnlield, Ml 4807.S
13131 .S.S9-7606
NEW YORK OFFICE
I O East 21st Street
Suites 1206-7
New Ya<tt. NY 10010
1212) .SO.S.2060
BOSTON OFFICE
677 lloacon St. 1201
Boston. MA 0221.S
1617) 267-S4.S2
MINNESOTA OFFICE
1821 Univetsltf'Ave. S- 137
St. Pa.I. MN .S.SI 04
1612) 644-6070
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Oh, and that's in addition
to the current fall discount of
Answers (check one)

125PA

125 NY

□ Private Peter Pilgrim was held liable ~use he was
clumsy.

'.J Chief Chuckie Cheez was held liable because he
knowingly placed the dinner table too close to the
"slippery" rock.
□

All parties were held to be partially at fault and ordered
to sit down at a dinner table and to "aiv~ thanks" that
no serious damqe was done and to celebrate the
momentous occasion at least once a year •

